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Abstract
Themodeling of earthquake-induced groundmotions plays an important role in the quantifi-
cation of seismic hazards, which contributes to the ultimate goal of saving lives and reducing
economic loss. Site response is a natural phenomenon in which soils in the earth’s shallow
crust alter the amplitude, frequency content, and duration of earthquake-induced ground
motions. Therefore, improvements in the research of site response directly contribute to
ground motion modeling, and eventually to seismic hazard quantification.
This thesis presents two models that advance the current research in site response.
The first model provides a tool to predict near-surface shear-wave velocity profiles from
Vs30 (a proxy that represents the general stiffness of a site). This model bridges the gap
between the lack of information about near-surface soil properties and the need to model
site response on a regional scale (city, county, or above).
The second model is a stress-strain model for describing 1D shearing behaviors of soils. It
is capable of capturing both the small-strain and the large-strain behaviors, which makes it
suitable for modeling very strong ground motions. More importantly, this model enables
seismologists to construct stress-strain curves from only shear-wave velocity information,
again improving our ability to model site response on a regional scale. Our validation study
shows that this model outperforms the prevalent stress-strain model (namely, the MKZ
model) by a considerable margin.
Lastly, we demonstrate how the two models above can improve earthquake ground motion
modeling: we develop an improved version of site factors for the Western United States.
These site factors are provided as Fourier spectral ratios, and phase factors are provided for
the first time, which enables the time delay of earthquake waves to be modeled. They can
be used for incorporating site response in earthquake ground motion simulations, as well
as for improving seismic hazard maps for the Western United States.
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2.10 1D VS profiles at (and next to) the nine test set sites. In each subplot,
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Ground motion prediction The practice of modeling/predicting the intensity or the wave-
form of ground shaking induced by earthquakes.
Ground motion modeling Same meaning as “ground motion prediction”.
Site response The phenomenon in which the soil layers near the ground surface alter the
intensity, frequency content, and duration of the earthquake ground motions.
Site effect An equivalent term as “site response”.
VS Shear-wave velocity, a physical property of the soil that defines its stiffness under
shearing.
VS profile A series of different VS values at different depths (below ground surface).
VS30 The reciprocal of travel time of shear waves from 30 m deep to the ground surface
(0 m). It reflects the general stiffness of a site up to 30 m deep, and could be
indicative of the stiffness of even deeper depths.





GMPE Ground motion prediction equations, which describe the empirical correlation
between various earthquake parameters (such as magnitude, epicentral distance)
and the ground motion intensity level.
In Chapter 2
SVM The sediment velocity model: a 1D shear-wave velocity model for sedimentary
soils, as presented in Chapter 2.
SCEC The Southern California Earthquake Center, a research institute that coordinates
earthquake-related research with special focuses on, but not limited to, southern
California.
CVM The Community Velocity Model, a set of models developed within SCEC, which
provides 3D crustal S-wave and P-wave velocity information for southern Califor-
nia. It reports S- and P-wave velocity values at a given (latitude, longitude, depth)
combination. Currently, the CVM has to sub-models: CVM-SCEC (“CVM-S”)
and CVM-Harvard (“CVM-H”).
xviii
CVM-S Also known as “CVM-SCEC”, which is one of the sub-models within the CVM.
CVM-H Also known as “CVM-Harvard”, which is the other sub-model within the CVM.
It reports slightly different results from CVM-S.
GTL The “Geotechnical Layer” model proposed by Ely et al. (2010), which is also a
shear-wave velocity model for the near-surface soils. It is based only on mathe-
matical constraints, not physics.
In Chapter 3
HH The hybrid hyperbolic model: a 1D stress-strain model for shearing behaviors of
soils presented in Chapter 3.
MKZ The modified Kondner-Zelasko model: a 1D stress-strain model for shearing be-
haviors of soils, proposed byMatasovic and Vucetic (1993). To date, it is the most
prevalent model in 1D site response analysis.
KiK-net The “Kiban Kyoshin Network”, a strong-motion seismograph network in Japan,
which consists of pairs of seismometers installed in a borehole and on the ground
surface.
LN The linear method for site response analysis.
EQHH The equivalent linear method (proposed by Seed and Idriss, 1970) using the HH
stress-strain model.
EQMKZ The equivalent linear method (proposed by Seed and Idriss, 1970) using the MKZ
stress-strain model.
NLHH The finite-difference nonlinear method using the HH stress-strain model.
NLMKZ The finite-difference nonlinear method using the MKZ stress-strain model.
In Chapter 4
WUS The Western United States.
CEUS The Central and Eastern United States.
NGA-West2 The second iteration of the “Next Generation Attenuation Relationship for the
Western United States” initiated by the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research
Center (PEER). Its products are five ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs)
for WUS.
Site factors Quantitative descriptions of how site response alters earthquake ground mo-
tions at different frequencies. To completely describe site response, we need to
have both amplification factors and phase factors.
Amplification factors Quantitative descriptions of how site response alters the amplitudes
of earthquake ground motions at different frequencies.
xix
Phase factors Quantitative descriptions of how site response causes time lags of different
frequencies of earthquake ground motions.
SAG19 Site factors for WUS developed in Chapter 4.
KAS14 Site factors for WUS developed by Kamai et al. (2014).
HIH18 Site factors for WUS developed by Hashash et al. (2018).
NSHM National Seismic Hazard Maps developed by the U.S. Geological Survey.
BBP The Broadband Platform, a software package developed by the Southern California
Earthquake Center (SCEC), which can generate 0-100 Hz seismograms for his-
torical and scenario earthquakes in California, Eastern North America, and Japan
using several alternative computational methods.
1C h a p t e r 1
Introduction
As the opening of the whole thesis, this chapter begins with some background information
of earthquakes and earthquake-induced damages, which are the context of this thesis. It then
introduces some details of the research in modeling earthquake-induced ground motions.
Subsequently, site response, which is an important phenomenon in groundmotion modeling
and is the main focus of this thesis, is introduced. Lastly, the overall structure and scope of
this thesis are briefly presented.
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21.1 Earthquakes
An earthquake is a phenomenon in which the sudden release of energy in the interior of the
earth causes the ground to shake and displace. While weaker earthquakes can not be felt on
the ground, stronger ones can cause severe ground shaking, posing great threats to human
lives and properties.
The catastrophic nature of earthquakes necessitates the study of them, and the fact that
earthquakes are unpreventable necessitates the study of mitigating their damages. The
contribution of this thesis mainly lies in the latter, a discipline we refer to as engineering
seismology.
1.2 Earthquake-induced hazards
Earthquakes-induced hazards, or seismic hazards, can endanger lives and cause economic
losses. This section is a brief survey of the most important types of seismic hazards.
1.2.1 Ground motions
Ground motions are the shaking of the ground caused by earthquakes. Strong ground
motions can cause structural damages, i.e., damages to buildings, roads, bridges, dams, etc.
The main reason for such damages is that excess stresses within the structural components
(columns, beams, walls, etc.) are accumulated during ground shaking, and they eventually
exceed the strength of the materials (cement, concrete, steels, etc.), making them fail. In
addition to the failure of structural components, the various auxiliary components (such as
pipes, valves, wires, and decorations) can also incur damages during shaking.
Ground motions can also result in other secondary damages, which are presented below.
1.2.2 Liquefaction
The term liquefaction refers to phenomena where soils behave like a liquid rather than a
solid, which are caused by the buildup of excess pore-water pressure within soils during
ground shaking. Liquefaction can produce very large displacements in the ground, thus
damaging structures or other properties.
1.2.3 Landslides
Landslides refer to the phenomena where soils or rocks move downhill under the force
of gravity. The triggering factors of landslides include earthquakes, rainfall, construction
activities, etc. During earthquakes, the shear stresses within the soils/rocks on the slopes
exceed their shear strength, thus causing the soils/rocks to slide/fall down and bury people,
3structures, and properties along the path. Landslides can also block river channels and form
barrier lakes, which, once burst, can cause even more serious damages.
1.2.4 Tsunamis
Tsunamis are sea waves with long wavelengths that are caused by earthquakes, under-sea
landslides, or other non-geologic mechanisms. In subduction-zone earthquakes, the abrupt
vertical seafloor movements release energies into water, producing tsunami waves that
propagate away. Upon reaching shorelines, the tsunami wave heights increase dramatically
and rush onto land to cause devastating disasters. For example, the 2004 Mw 9.1 Sumatra
earthquake in Indonesia caused tsunamis that propagated across and beyond the Indian
Ocean, producing waves as high as 30 m (100 ft) when traveling inland. That tsunami
caused 227,899 deaths (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration).
1.2.5 Fires, diseases, and more
Earthquakes can also cause other secondary damages such as fires, diseases, or other
monetary loss. For example, earthquakes cause fires by rupturing gas lines and power
lines, and further prohibits the extinction of fires by damaging the water pipes or sprinklers.
Diseases can also spread in regions affected by earthquakes, due to the shortage of water
and medical care.
1.3 Modeling ground motions
Among the various types of earthquake-induced damages mentioned above, earthquake
ground motions are the most prevalent, since they are often the cause of the other damages.
Also, except for some notable events (such as the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake and Fires
and the 2004 Sumatra Earthquake and Tsunami), ground motions are usually the controlling
factor for damages in earthquakes.
1.3.1 Importance of modeling ground motions
Modeling ground motions enables us to quantify the intensity of ground shaking. Its results
can be used in designing buildings and other structures, or in estimating regional-scale
seismic hazards and risks, which are the potential economic loss and life threats from
earthquakes.
“Ground motion modeling” is sometimes referred to as “ground motion predictions”, but
it is imperative to note that ground motion predictions are not the same as earthquake
predictions. Earthquake predictions attempt to report the time (accurate to a specific day or
4Figure 1.1: Three aspects that govern earthquake ground motions: source, path, and site.
This illustration reflects the typical near-surface geology in many populous areas: sedimen-
tary soils underlain by bedrocks. (Modified from a similar illustration in Kramer , 1996.)
week), the location, and the magnitude of earthquakes, and the seismological community
has not yet been able to predict a major earthquake (U.S. Geological Survey). On the other
hand, ground motion predictions involve modeling the characteristics of ground motions
given an earthquake scenario, therefore a completely different concept.
1.3.2 Aspects affecting earthquake ground motions
To properly model earthquake ground motions, it is important to first identify different
aspects that govern them, that is, aspects that determine the temporal frequency, spatial
distribution, and specific characteristics of ground motions.
There are three main aspects that govern ground motions: source, path, and site. Figure 1.1
illustrates these three aspects.
1.3.2.1 Earthquake sources
Earthquake sources refer to the physical processes that generate earthquakes. Earthquakes
can occur from natural or human-induced causes. The naturally occurring earthquakes are
usually caused by the movement of the tectonic plates and the associated abrupt release of
mechanical energies. The human-induced earthquakes have various causes, ranging from
reservoirs, mining, hydraulic fracturing, carbon capture and storage, etc. Needless to say,
there will be no earthquake ground motions without an earthquake source.
51.3.2.2 Paths of seismic waves
The energy released from earthquake sources propagates within the earth in the form of
seismic waves, ultimately arriving at the ground surface to make an impact on human
beings. The paths that seismic waves take can alter the intensity, duration, and frequency
contents of earthquake ground motions, making it another important aspect in this list.
1.3.2.3 Site response
Site response refers to the phenomena that the very top of the earth’s crust—soils, weathered
rocks, etc.—alter the intensity, the duration, and the frequency contents of earthquake
ground motions. Even though the length scale of concern to site response is only a few
hundred meters, which is a small portion of the whole crust (25 to 40 km), the effects of
site response to ground motions can be very significant.
(Site response is the main focus of this thesis, and more introductory materials are presented
in Section 1.4.)
1.3.3 Current practice
To date, there are mainly two types of approaches to model/predict ground motions: the
data-driven approach and physics-based approach, each having their own advantages and
disadvantages.
1.3.3.1 The data-driven approach
The data-driven approach collects earthquake records (those that consist of information
of earthquake magnitude, source type, source-to-site distance, local site condition, and
recorded ground motion intensities, etc.) and utilizes statistical techniques (such as tradi-
tional linear regression or machine learning) to construct empirical correlations between
ground motion predictors (magnitude, source type, ...) and ground motion intensities. Such
correlations are often referred to as the “ground motion prediction equations” (GMPEs), or
sometimes the “attenuation relationships”.
The advantage of this approach is that it allows researchers to establish correlations from
data, without fully knowing the causality behind the problems at hand. Naturally, its
disadvantage comes from the fact that the amount and coverage of data is limited. For
example, if a GMPE is developed with a data set without earthquakes of magnitudes
exceeding 8.0, then it may not credibly predict ground motions from a magnitude 8.3
earthquake. Furthermore, current GMPEs do not predict ground motion waveform, only
6spectral accelerations at different frequencies, which limits its use in civil engineering
designs (Yamamoto and Baker, 2013).
1.3.3.2 The physics-based approach
The physics-based approach utilizes wave propagation theories and numerical simulation
techniques to solve wave equations in 1D, 2D, or 3D.
This gives the physics-based approach a big advantage over the data-driven approach:
researchers can potentially “extrapolate” physics-based models to make predictions beyond
the range of recorded data (e.g., beyond the largest ground motion ever recorded) as long
as all the relevant physical processes can be correctly modeled. However, the disadvantage
of the physics-based approach is that some physical processes are very complex are not yet
well understood, so various simplifications and assumptions have to be made, which limits
its predictive capability. Another disadvantage of the physics-based approach is the long
computational time and resources it requires.
The data-driven and physics-based approaches are not mutually exclusive. On the contrary,
one benefits from the improvement of the other: GMPEs can often validate physics-based
results, and credible physics-based simulations can augment the data for developing newer
versions ofGMPEs. (In fact, Chapter 4 of this thesis is an example of using the physics-based
approach to improve the data-driven approach.)
1.4 Site response
The focus of this thesis is on improving the research of site response—the third aspect
affecting earthquake ground motions (Section 1.3.2.3). By making improvements in site
response analysis, this thesis contributes to improving ground motion modeling (both the
data-driven and the physics-based approaches), and could ultimately contribute to improved
engineering design and seismic hazard quantification.
1.4.1 What is site response?
In order to understand the concept of site response, we need to first take a look at the major
landforms of the earth.
Among the earth’s major landforms, basins and plains mainly consist of soils underlain
by bedrocks, and highlands and plateaus mainly consists of bedrocks that are exposed at
the ground surface (henceforth referred to as the “rock outcrop”). According to wave
propagation theories, when seismic waves travel through rocks or soils, the wave amplitude
7is lower in stiffer materials (i.e., rocks) and higher in softer materials (i.e., soils). This
means that seismic waves are amplified when they travel from bedrocks into soils, or in
other words, ground motion amplitudes are higher on soils than on adjacent rock outcrop
(see the illustration in Figure 1.1). This phenomenon is referred to as “site response” (or
“site effects”, “site amplification”).
Site responsewas observed in real earthquakes and qualitatively documented in the literature
dating back to as early as the 1900s (such as Milne, 1908), and pioneering quantitative
studies were carried out by Reid (1910); Neumann (1954); Kanai et al. (1956); Gutenberg
(1957), etc. For example, Gutenberg (1957) collected ground motion recordings from
25 sites within 30 miles from the Seismological Laboratory of the California Institute of
Technology, and compared them with the data recorded at the Seismological Laboratory
site (on crystalline rock). Gutenberg found that at fairly dry alluvium sites, the ground
motions (of frequency between 0.67 to 1.0 Hz) were amplified 5 times or more compared
to those recorded at the Seismological Laboratory. He also observed that the frequency at
which the amplification was greatest varied with the depth of the underlying alluvium.
A more recent example of site response is the different ground motions on Yerba Buena
Island and Treasure Island during the 1989 Ms 7.1 Loma Prieta earthquake in northern
California. These two islands are located in the San Francisco Bay; Yerba Buena Island
is a rock outcrop and Treasure Island is an artificial island filled by soils (San Francisco
Bay Mud). The two islands are merely several miles apart, so during the same earthquake,
the influence from earthquake source and path was the same for both islands. Referring to
Section 1.3.2, the only remaining factor is site response—and the ground motion level on
the soil island is about 3 times as high as on the rock island1.
1.4.2 Quantifying site response
The difference between soil stiffness and rocks stiffness determines the level of amplification:
in general, the larger the difference, the larger the amplification. Therefore, to quantify site
response, we need to quantitatively describe material stiffness at the locations of interest.
However, the stiffness of soils is not a constant: it reduces with soil deformation. As soil
deformation undoubtedly happens during ground shaking, the soils becomes softer, thus can
further amplify seismic waves. To make things more complex, the energies in the seismic
waves are partially absorbed by soil particles during shaking (referred to as damping).
Damping decreases the wave amplitudes, counteracting the effects from soil softening.
1On Yerba Buena Island: E-W peak ground acceleration: 0.06g, N-S: 0.03g; on Treasure Island: E-W:
0.16g, N-S: 0.11g. Data source: Kramer (1996).
8We refer to soil softening and damping effects as nonlinear site response2. The study of
nonlinear site response started in the 1960s, with studies by Kondner and Zelasko (1963);
Hardin and Drnevich (1972a,b); Seed and Idriss (1970).
1.4.3 Challenges in site response analysis
As hinted in the paragraphs above, the keys to better site response analysis are mainly:
(1) correctly describing soil and rock stiffness, and (2) correctly describing nonlinear soil
behaviors. These two tasks may seem straightforward and achievable for specific locations,
but on a regional scale (city, county, or above), they become quite challenging.
1.4.3.1 Linear material properties
The soil and rock stiffness—without deformation—is referred to as the linear material
properties, and we use shear-wave velocities (VS) and shear modulus as the metrics for
stiffness.
The main challenge in studying linear material properties is not in the measuring of them
in the fields, because there have been numerous well-established testing techniques for
this purpose (such as the cross-hole test, cone penetration test, surface-wave dispersion
techniques, etc.). However, these tests can only measure the linear properties of a single
location at a time, and the regional-scale measurements are not financially feasible. And
since the quantification of seismic hazards is always a regional-scale effort, researchers have
to rely on easily accessible proxies, such as VS30 maps3 or 3D crustal velocity models.
Therefore, the main challenge here is how to improve the accuracy and resolution of
estimating linear material properties from those proxies, and our efforts in addressing this
challenge is presented in Chapter 2.
1.4.3.2 Nonlinear soil behaviors
Nonlinear soil behaviors, namely the soil softening and damping effects, can be directly
measured in the laboratory with well-established techniques such as the direct shear test,
resonant column test, cyclic triaxial test, etc. But the regional-scale measurements of the
nonlinear properties are even less feasible (technically and financially) than linear properties.
Proxies do exist for estimating nonlinear properties without laboratory testing data, but they
have some intrinsic flaws which limit their applicability for very strong ground motions.
2Rocks can also exhibit softening and damping, but at a much smaller level compared to soils.
3See the Nomenclature (page xix) for definition of VS30.
9Therefore, the main challenge here is how to improve these proxies, and it is what Chapter 3
addresses.
1.5 Structure of this thesis
The structure of the remainder of this thesis is fairly straightforward.
Chapter 2 focuses on addressing the challenge in estimating linear material properties. To
do so, it proposes a data-driven model that correlates the available proxy—VS30—to the
linear properties (namely, VS profile). And in Section 2.3, this model is benchmarked
against measurements and shows satisfactory performance.
Chapter 3 focuses on addressing the challenge in estimating nonlinear material properties.
To do so, it proposes 1D stress-strain model that explicitly incorporates shear strength of
soils. More importantly, Chapter 3 also provides a pipeline for estimating the nonlinear
soil properties from linear soil properties in the absence of laboratory test data, making
it possible to simulate nonlinear site response on a regional scale. The model and the
pipeline are benchmarked against earthquake recordings in Japan, and show satisfactory
performance even for the strongest ground motions.
Chapter 4 demonstrates an important application of the models in Chapters 2 and 3: it pro-
vides an improved version of nonlinear site factors for theWestern United States. Nonlinear
site factors are an integral part for ground motion modeling, so they have the potential to
ultimately help advance seismic hazard quantification.
Chapter 5 summarizes the whole thesis, and proposes potential future research directions.
1.6 Scope of this thesis
This thesis limits mainly on 1D site response. Some phenomena specific to 2D and
3D problems (such as topographic effects, surface wave amplification, basin effects) are
therefore not discussed. Nevertheless, with some assumptions and simplifications, the
results in this thesis can still be of use to some 2D/3D problems.
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C h a p t e r 2
A generic velocity profile for basin sediments in
California conditioned on Vs30
This chapter presents the Sediment Velocity Model (SVM), a 1D shear-wave velocity model
for basin sediments in California. It translatesVS30, a proxy that represents the stiffness of the
near-surface sediments, into a 1D velocity profile suitable for ground motion simulations.
We develop this model based on the statistics of 914 measured velocity profiles.
The need for such a model arises from the fact that near-surface soil layers play a critical
role in modifying the amplitude, frequency, and duration of earthquake ground motions,
and thus are an important factor in engineering design and seismic hazard quantification.
We present the procedures of developing this model (Section 2.2), the evaluation of its
performance (Section 2.3), and some empirical correlations found in the data (Sections 2.4
and 2.5).
The contents of this chapter is adopted from our publication, Shi and Asimaki (2018):
J. Shi and D. Asimaki (2018), “A generic velocity profile for basin sediments in California
conditioned on VS30”, Seismological Research Letters, 89(4), 1397–1409.
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2.1 Introduction
Recent advances in computational seismology have enabled physics-based simulations of
earthquake ground motions on regional scales (i.e., hundreds of kilometers); for example,
the works by Taborda and Bielak (2013); Olsen and Takedatsu (2015); Lozos et al. (2015);
Sun et al. (2015); Hartzell et al. (2016); Zhang et al. (2017) and others. In seismic
hazard analyses, simulated ground motions can be used to populate spatially sparse and
scarce ground motion datasets (e.g., Ramirez-Guzman et al., 2015) and to generate data
from high-magnitude earthquake scenarios yet to occur—namely, the scenarios that govern
risk assessment, loss prevention, and/or earthquake preparedness practices (e.g., Jones
et al., 2008). Physics-based simulations enable a wide range of applications, such as
fault systems analysis, strong ground motion prediction, and earthquake hazard assessment.
More importantly perhaps, these high-fidelity simulations shed light on complex regional 3D
wave-propagation effects and improve our understanding and representation of phenomena
such as basin edge wave focusing and surface wave generation, basin resonance, and
topography effects.
An important aspect of physics-based ground motion simulations is the use of realistic
crustal material properties, such as wave velocity and mass density. As crustal material
properties are obviously region-specific, there exist various material property datasets spe-
cific to different regions. An example is theCommunityVelocityModels (CVMs) developed
by the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC), which provide three-dimensional
(3D) seismic velocity information for southern California. The purpose of the CVMs is “to
provide a unified reference model for the areas of research that depend of the subsurface
velocity structure, which include seismicity location, tomographic velocity modeling, and
strongmotion simulations” (SCECpedia, 2016). Currently, the CVMs have two submodels:
CVM-SCEC (“CVM-S”) and CVM-Harvard (“CVM-H”).
CVM-S was originally developed by Magistrale et al. (1996) and Magistrale et al. (2000),
(initial versions) and later Kohler et al. (2003) (version 3 and version 4, or “CVM-S4”).
According to SCECpedia (2016), the deeper sediment velocities of CVM-S4 “are obtained
from empirical relationships that take into account age of the formation and depth of burial;
the coefficients of these relationships are calibrated to sonic logs taken from boreholes in the
region. Shallow sediment velocities are taken from geotechnical borehole measurements.”
And hard-rock velocities are based on tomographic inversions. CVM-S4 was iteratively
updated using full 3D tomography (by Lee et al., 2014) to improve both the shallower
sedimentary and the deeper crustal velocities. The resultant velocity model after 26 itera-
tions was named CVM-S4.26. The most recent CVM-S version is CVM-S4.26.M01, which
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differs from CVM-S4.26 in that the M01 version “preserves some of the geotechnical infor-
mation in the original CVM-S4 model that was lost during the tomography improvements”
(SCECpedia, 2016).
The other sub model, CVM-H, was originally developed by Süss and Shaw (2003) using
industry seismic reflection profiles, direct borehole velocity measurements, and 3D tomo-
graphic inversions. After several updates, themost recent CVM-H version is CVM-H15.1.0.
Within such regional 3D velocity models, the realistic representation of shallow-sediment
velocities (within the top 200 m or so) is becoming increasingly essential, because shal-
low sediments can have significant effects on the higher frequencies (> 1 Hz) of strong
ground motions, and the state-of-the-art supercomputers are demonstrating the capability
to simulate ground motions in such frequency ranges (such as the recent efforts by Fu et al.,
2017 that achieved an 18 Hz simulation at 8 m spatial resolution). However, the inversion
methods used in CVM-S and CVM-H are limited by the spatial resolution of available data,
and thus cannot resolve very fine velocity variations for the shallow sediments.
To address this issue, CVM-S4.26.M01 andCVM-H15.1.0 employ twodifferent approaches:
CVM-S4.26.M01 directly incorporates geotechnical measurements (i.e., measured shear
wave velocities for sediments) at a few hundred sparse locations in southern California.
However, the data at those sparse locations do not “spread” to adjacent areas, which limits
the benefits of including actual measurements (as will be discussed in details in the section
“Shallow crustal structure of SCEC CVM-S4.26.M01”).
On the other hand, CVM-H15.1.0 has an optional “Geotechnical Layer” (GTL) model that
replaces the soft sediments in the top 350 m of the crust. Developed by Ely et al. (2010),
GTL uses an analytical formula to generate 1D velocity profiles and requires two input
parameters: (1) the weighted average shear wave velocity of the top 30 m (VS30), and (2) the
CVM-H15.1.0 shear wave velocity at 350 m depth (VS(350)). The formula of GTL results
in a smooth velocity profile from 0 to 350 m, which is not realistic because strong velocity
impedance (such as basin edge) often occurs above that depth. Therefore, the use of GTL
can alter the shapes of basins unintentionally, and thus can negatively affect the overall
quality of predicted strong ground motions (Taborda et al., 2016).
Another shortcoming of GTL comes from its use of the VS30 value: the formulation of
GTL only mathematically ensures that the VS profile it produces has a resultant VS30 equal
to the given VS30, so there is no guarantee that the velocities between 0 and 30 m would
be realistic. And as the predicted VS extends deeper than 30 m, the potential inaccuracy
becomes exacerbated, as will be shown in Section 2.3.
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Prompted by the shortcomings of GTL and the importance of capturing site effects caused
by soft sedimentary materials, we have developed a shallow crustal velocity model for
California, henceforth referred to as the Sediment Velocity Model (SVM). The SVM is
formulated as a function of VS30, which can be queried from the California VS30 maps (such
as those by Yong et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2014; Wills et al., 2015), and allows the
depth of basins to be determined from crustal velocity models (e.g., the CVMs), hence
preserving the shapes of basin edges. The SVM is based on statistical analyses of 914 VS
profile measurements that we obtained from various sources. In this chapter, we describe
the development and validation of the SVM and demonstrate its predictive capabilities
compared to CVM-S4.26.M01, CVM-H15.1.0, and GTL. For brevity, we will use “CVM-
S” and “CVM-H” in subsequent texts to represent “CVM-S4.26.M01” and “CVM-H15.1.0”
respectively. And the term “CVM-H” (or “CVM-H15.1.0”) in subsequent texts refers to
the velocities without the optional GTL layers.
2.2 Data analysis and model development
In this section, we present our procedures to develop the Sediment Velocity Model (SVM),
including data source, pre-processing, parameterization, and calibration of the model. At
the end of this section, we present the formulas of the SVM and the calibrated model
parameters.
2.2.1 Data source
We obtain four datasets of VS profile measurements for the development of the SVM: (1)
178 profiles measured by Yong et al. (2013), (2) 277 profiles documented in Boore (2003),
(3) 137 profiles collected by Chris Wills from the California Geological Survey (personal
correspondence), and (4) 322 profilesmeasured byLeRoyCrandall andAssociates (personal
correspondence). The total number of profiles is 914. The first three datasets are publicly
accessible, and the last dataset is proprietary. For simplicity, we henceforth refer to these
four datasets as AY, DB, CW, and LC, respectively.
The VS profiles in all four datasets are measured within California, concentrated mostly in
Los Angeles and San Francisco areas, as shown in Figure 2.1. The histograms ofVS30 values
calculated from the profiles of each dataset are shown in Figure 2.2. The vast majority of
sites have VS30 between 200 and 500 m/s, and outside this range, the measurements are
relatively scarce.
The VS profiles were measured using two families of site characterization techniques: the
DB, CW, and LC profiles were measured using invasive methods (e.g., suspension logging,
14
Figure 2.1: Locations ofVS profile measurements of three of the four datasets: AY (Yong et al.,
2013), DB (Boore, 2003), and CW (Chris Wills). Each dot on the map denotes the location of
a VS profile measurement. (The LC dataset is proprietary, so we do not show their locations
here.)




















Figure 2.2: Histograms of VS30 values of the measured profiles. There is an abundance of
measurement for VS30 between 200 and 500 m/s, and outside of this range, the measurements
are relatively scarce.
cross-hole and down-hole tests), and the AY profiles were measured using non-invasive
methods (based on the inversion of surface wave dispersion curves, such as SASW, MASW,
and/or ReMi). A number of previous studies (Boore and Asten 2008; Boore and Brown
1998; Brown et al. 2002; Rix et al. 2002; Stephenson et al. 2005) have shown that non-
invasive shear-wave velocity profiling techniques produced similar results as the invasive
techniques. Thus in principle, the four datasets could have been merged directly for our
subsequent analyses. However, we identified one discrepancy between the AY profiles and
the DB+CW+LC profiles that can be traced back to the measurement techniques, which we
discuss in the next section.
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2.2.2 Merging invasive and non-invasive datasets
To produce an analytical VS profile formula as a function of VS30, we followed an approach
similar to Wills and Clahan (2006), except instead of using geologic units in that study,
we grouped our profiles in VS30 bins. Specifically, we first define a series of sliding VS30
bins with overlap (meaning that a given VS profile could belong to more than one bin),
and for each bin, we select the boundaries to ensure that the bins contain a statistically
significant number ofVS profiles (ideally more than 40, if available), while making sure that
the number of bins was adequately large for us to derive meaningful correlations betweenVS
profiles andVS30. (Hence the bins are “wider” in largerVS30 ranges because of less available
measurements.) Next, within each bin, we calculate an average VS profile (by taking the
arithmetic mean of VS values) and the corresponding VS30 of each averaged profile.
It is during this process that we notice a disagreement between velocity measurements
made via invasive and non-invasive techniques. To demonstrate this, we show four groups
of averaged VS profiles from each dataset that correspond to almost the same averaged
VS30 (Figure 2.3, (a)–(d)). From left to right, the four averaged profiles in each subplot
correspond to VS30 = 300 ± 6 m/s, 400 ± 12 m/s, 500 ± 10 m/s, and 560 ± 8 m/s (the
uncertainty range of VS30 is due to the finite width of the VS30 bins containing the individual
measurements). Each averaged VS profile comes from averaging at least 14 (and up to 236)
measured profiles around the specific VS30.
Figure 2.3(a)–(d) shows that the average profiles of the four datasets are in very good
agreement. However, by zooming in to the top 10 m (Figure 2.3(e)–(h)), we see that the
average AY profiles (non-invasive method) give systematically lower velocity than the DB,
CW, and LC profiles (invasive methods) for the topmost 2-3 m. We further notice that
the average velocity of the AY profiles varies gradually with depth, whereas the average
velocities of the top 2-3 m from the other three databases are approximately constant. We
attribute this systematic discrepancy to the fact that in invasive methods, the downhole
geophone is placed in the borehole at relatively large depth increments (for example, as
documented in Boore, 2003, “at approximately every 2.5 m in depth”). Thus the layering
resolution of the invasive measured profiles is 2.5 m in most cases, and theVS of the topmost
layer represents the average stiffness from 0 to 2.5 m depth (in the case of the DB dataset).
On the other hand, non-invasive techniques rely on data inversion using software, whereby
the depth increments are “virtual” and typically on the order of 1.0 m.
Therefore, to merge the four datasets for the development and calibration of the SVM, we
calculate the average VS for the top 2.5 m of every profile in AY (in the same manner as
calculating VS30), and assign the average velocity to the whole top 2.5 m, as if the top
16


























































































Figure 2.3: (a) to (d): Comparison of average VS profiles of four different VS30 calculated from
the four datasets. The VS30 value ranges are marked on top of each sub-figure. (e) to (h): The
zoomed-in version of (a) to (d), only showing the top 10 m.
layer were homogeneous. Averaging velocities over such a short length only slightly affects
high frequencies (above 15 Hz), as shown in Boore and Thompson (2007), and thus is
less important even for engineering applications. With this adjustment, we circumvent
the systematic discrepancy caused by different VS profiling techniques, and merge the four
datasets for our subsequent analyses.
2.2.3 Training versus test datasets
Next, we randomly reserve a small number of measured profiles as the “test set”, and use
the remaining as the “training set”. We use the training set to develop our SVM, and use the
test set to validate it. The purpose of the training/test split is to ensure that the model does
not fit to the noises in the training data (“overfitting”), and thus can perform well in making
future predictions. In other words, the test set acts as the “unseen data” to the model, and
the model’s performance on the test set should be close to its performance on any real-world
input data.
Although there are no specific rules that constrain the relative size of the training and test
sets, one can see that the test set needs to be large enough for the validation to be statistically
informative, and the training set should be as large as possible, because the quality of
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the predictive model depends on the amount and quality of the training data. With this
consideration in mind, and via some trial and error, we choose the following criteria to pick
the test set:
1. We group the profiles in AY, DB, and CW into VS30 bins defined by the following bin
edges: [200, 300, 400, 550, 800, 1500] (unit: m/s). The widths of bins reflect the
relative abundance/scarcity of measured profiles (refer to the histogram in Figure 2.2).
Profiles outside of [200, 1500] m/s are not considered, because they are too few to
be excluded from the training set. The LC database is proprietary, so we cannot
show individual profiles from it, and thus we do not pick any LC profiles into the test
set. Since we have already shown that the average profiles from the four datasets are
virtually indistinguishable, excluding the LC profiles from the test set does not affect
the quality of the test set.
2. Within each VS30 bin of AY, DB, and CW:
a) If the bin contains more than 30 profiles (inclusive), we randomly pick four
profiles into the test set (using the random number generator in MATLAB).
b) If the bin contains less than 30 profiles (exclusive) and more than 15 profiles
(inclusive), we randomly pick three profiles into the test set.
c) If the bin contains less than 15 profiles (exclusive), no profile is picked from
that bin into the test set.
Following the criteria above, our test set contains 17 profiles from AY, 15 from DB, 11
from CW, and none from LC, totaling 43 profiles, or approximately 10% of the qualifying
profiles (i.e., satisfying criterion 2(a) or 2(b)). The training set, on the other hand, contains
914 − 43 = 871 profiles.
2.2.4 SVM parameterization and calibration
Using the 871 profiles of the training set, we then repeat the binning process described
above (without distinguishing the four datasets) and calculate the averaged VS profiles as
well as the error bounds for each bin. We assume thatVS follows the log-normal distribution
following the suggestion by Toro (1995), so the average VS is the mean of the log-normal
distribution, which is

















































































































































































































Figure 2.4: The individual VS profiles (in gray), average VS profiles (with error bounds, in blue)
of each VS30 bin, as well as analytical VS curves (in red) fitted to the average VS profiles and
the error bounds. Note that the LC profiles are not plotted here because they are proprietary
(they are used in calculating the averaged profiles and the error bounds, though).
and the standard deviation (STD) of VS is
STDVs =
√[
exp(σ2lnVS ) − 1
]
exp(2µlnVS + σ2lnVS ) (2.2)
where µlnVS andσ
2
lnVS are the samplemean and sample variance of ln(VS) (which is normally
distributed). Also, because the depths of the measured profiles vary significantly, we only
use the averageVS values at depths where we have more than 12VS measurements in order to
avoid statistical biases in calculating the average. Figure 2.4 shows the averaged VS profiles
(as blue solid lines) and error bounds (as blue dash lines, calculated as exp(µlnVS ± σlnVS ))
of each bin.
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From Figure 2.4, we see that the average VS increases monotonically with depth for all VS30
bins—with the exception of the top 2.5 m, where the average VS is assumed to be constant
(see previous sections for justification). We thus choose the following analytical expression
to fit the average VS profiles in each bin:
VS (z) =

VS0 , 0 6 z < z∗
VS0 (1 + k (z − z∗))1/n , z > z∗
(2.3)
where z is depth in meters, and z∗ is chosen as 2.5 m; VS0 is the shear wave velocity (m/s)
from z = 0 to 2.5 m, and k and n are two dimensionless parameters: k is analogous to the
“slope” of the curve which describes how fast VS increases with z, and n controls the degree
of curvature (n = 1 is a straight line, n > 1 is “convex”, and n < 1 is “concave”). The
analytical expression for z > z∗ is adapted from Vrettos (1996). Even though soil profiles in
reality are not necessarily completely smooth, bothKaklamanos and Bradley (2016) and Shi
and Asimaki (2017) have shown that “smoother” soil profiles (i.e., with fewer large velocity
contrasts) may be more realistic because they yield better 1D site response predictions.
The curve fitting results are also shown in Figure 2.4 as red solid and dash lines. Note
that for each VS30 bin (i.e., each subplot), we fit both the averaged VS profile and the error
bound profiles, which yields three analytical curves corresponding to three sets of (VS0, k,n)
values.
We also observed that (VS0, k,n) vary as a function of VS30 as shown in Figure 2.5. We
specifically observed the following trends:
1. VS0 increases almost linearly with VS30, namely stiffer sites (larger VS30) are charac-
terized by higher VS of their topmost layer.
2. k increases with VS30, which indicates that VS increases faster with depth for stiffer
sites.
3. n initially increases with VS30 and then gradually reaches n = 4. This trend indicates
that the curvature of VS profiles initially increases with increasing VS30, and gradually
becomes constant. Note that n = 1.0644 for the lowestVS30 in our dataset (173.1 m/s),
meaning that the average VS profiles are always convex.
4. The error bounds of (VS0, k,n) increases withVS30 in general (which can also be seen in
Figure 2.4), which reflects both the scarcity of measurements in the large VS30 regime
and the complex geologic conditions that diverge from pure sediment deposition and
consolidation that typically characterizes the softer sites.
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Figure 2.5: Relationships between VS0, k, n and VS30. Each “o” marker represents the curve-
fitting result shown in a subplot of Figure 2.4. The red dashed curves are the fit to the general
trend of the “o” markers. We also show the error bound values of VS0, k, n, which come from
the red dashed lines in Figure 2.4.
2.2.5 The SVM parameters as a function of VS30
Next, we choose analytical functions to capture the variation of (VS0, k,n) versusVS30 shown
in Figure 2.5. The fit for each parameter is shown in the figure, with R2 values marked in
each subplot. The three analytical expressions are:
VS0 = p1 (VS30)2 + p2 (VS30) + p3
k = exp
(
r1 (VS30)r2 + r3
)
n = s1 exp (s2VS30) + s3 exp (s4VS30)
(2.4)
where p1 = −2.1688 × 10−4, p2 = 0.5182, p3 = 69.452, and r1 = −59.67, r2 = −0.2722,
r3 = 11.132, and s1 = 4.110, s2 = −1.0521 × 10−4, s3 = −10.827, s4 = −7.6187 × 10−3.
Therefore, given a VS30 value, we can first use Eq (2.4) to calculate (VS30, k,n), and then
substitute them into Eq (2.3) to calculate an analytical VS profile.
Note that the VS30 values of the data points in Figure 2.5 range from 173.1 to 989.2 m/s (see
Figure 2.4). Therefore we recommend the valid range of VS30 for Eq (2.4) (and hence the
SVM) to be [173.1, 1000] m/s. Additionally, our datasets contain mostly soil to shallow
crust profiles, so we do not recommend using the SVM to generate shear-wave velocities
higher than 1,500 m/s (see the last subplot of Figure 2.4). To be more conservative, we
recommend using the SVM profile up to VS =1,000 m/s.
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2.3 Validation of the SVM
We validate the SVM against our test set, and compare it with CVM-S, CVM-H, and GTL.
Specifically, we calculate VS30 of every test set profile, and use them to generate 43 SVM
profiles. We then query CVM-S and CVM-H profiles based on the coordinates of the test
set sites. We can also obtain VS(350) from the CVM-H profiles, and together with the VS30
values we can calculate GTL profiles. (We use VS(350) from CVM-H rather than CVM-S
because this GTL model is intended to be used on top of CVM-H, not CVM-S.)
Note that 13 of the test set sites are in northern California, i.e., outside the geographic range
of CVM-H and CVM-S. Therefore for these sites, their CVM-H or CVM-S goodness-of-fit
scores will be set to “NaN” (not 0). And to calculate their GTL profiles, we use a generic
VS(350) of 1,950 m/s (from the Bay Area velocity model proposed in Aagaard et al., 2008).
Also note that we compare the profiles down to the depth of measurements or the depth
where measured VS =1,000 m/s, whichever is shallower.
To evaluate the performance of the different velocity models, we define the following two
metrics:
1. Goodness-of-fit of the predicted velocity profiles: GoFVs.
• Discretize the “predicted” (SVM, GTL, CVM-H or CVM-S) and measured
profiles into layers of 0.1 m thickness;
• At the midpoint of each layer, calculate the goodness-of-fit of the “predicted”
VS as follows:
gofVs = 10 − 10erf
©­­«
4
lnVpredictedS − lnVmeasuredS lnVmeasuredS  ª®®¬ (2.5)
where erf() is the error function. A perfect goodness-of-fit score is exactly 10,
and scores closer to 0 are poor fits. (The factor 4 in the numerator prevents the
scores from all being close to 10, while preserving the ranking of the scores.)
• Compute the predicted profile’s goodness of fit, GoFVs, by averaging the gofVs
across all layers.
2. Goodness-of-fit of the predicted profile’s linear site amplification: GoFAF.
• Calculate linear amplification factors (“AF”) from the predicted and measured
VS profiles, denoted as AFpred and AFmeas, respectively. AF are calculated in
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SeismoSoil (Asimaki and Shi, 2017) using the method proposed by Thomson
(1950) and Haskell (1953).
• Calculate the goodness-of-fit between AFpred and AFmeas within the following
frequency bin edges: [0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1,2,3,4,5,10,20] (unit: Hz). Within
each bin, calculate the averaged amplification factors: AFpred and AFmeas, and
then the goodness-of-fit:
gofAF = 10 − 10erf
©­­«
ln AFpred − ln AFmeas
2
ln AFmeas ª®®¬ (2.6)
Similarly, the factor 2 in the denominator prevents the scores from all being
close to 0, while preserving the ranking of the scores.
• Compute the profile’s amplification goodness-of-fit, GoFAF, by averaging gofAF
across all frequency bins.
The goodness-of-fit of SVM, GTL, CVM-S, and CVM-H profiles against the test set profiles
are shown in Figure 2.6 as histograms, where we observe the following patterns:
• The SVM yields satisfactory VS profile and site amplification predictions at all 43
sites.
• GTL performs less satisfactorily than the SVM.
• CVM-S yields nearly perfect predictions (GoFVs = 10, and GoFAF = 9 or 10) at 9
sites, and poor VS predictions at about 10 sites (GoFVs close to 0). We explain the
reasons for this “binary” performance of CVM-S in the next section.
• CVM-H shows comparable performance as CVM-S, but it does not produce predic-
tions with scores of nearly 10.
Figure 2.7 shows four example sites from the test set. Figure 2.7(a) shows an example where
CVM-S yields perfect predictions (to be explained in the following section). Figure 2.7(b)
is an example where CVM-S does not match the measurement perfectly. Figure 2.7(c) and
(d) represent the case where CVM-S reports a homogeneous stiff layer near the ground
surface. The GTL profile in Figure 2.7(c) starts from a reasonable velocity at the ground
surface (note that both GTL and the SVM use the same inputVS30), but gets more erroneous
towards deeper depth, which is due to the unrealistic assumption of GTL that there is no
velocity contrast between 0 and 350 m, and is not an issue for the SVM.
23
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Figure 2.6: Histograms of goodness-of-fit scores, GoFVs and GoFAF, for four velocity models:
CVM-H15.1.0, CVM-S4.26.M01, GTL, and SVM.
2.3.1 Shallow crustal structure of SCEC CVM-S4.26.M01
To further investigate the phenomenon of CVM-S in Figure 2.7(a), we investigate the
locations of all 43 test set sites (Figure 2.8(a)), where we see the perfect VS matches by
CVM-S only occur at some (not all) sites within the Los Angeles basin, and only for profiles
measured using invasive techniques (DB and CW, not AY). In other words, at these sites,
CVM-S directly incorporates measuredVS profiles fromDB and CWdatabases. To examine
how the site-specific properties at these sites affect the neighboring locations in CVM-S,
we query 2D cross sections from CVM-S that include these nine perfectly-matched sites.
Their locations, cross-sections and individual velocity profiles are shown in Figures 2.8(b),
2.9, and 2.10.
Figure 2.8(b) shows the location of the nine sites (839, 1297, ALH, 929, LAD, RIN, 921,
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Figure 2.7: Predicted and measured VS profiles and amplification functions for four of the test
set sites: RIN, WVAN, CE.12108, and CI.WBS. TheVS profile comparison is shown on the left of
each subplot, and the amplification factor comparison is shown on the right of each subplot.
The GoFVs and GoFAF scores corresponding to each VS model are shown on the bottom of
each subplot, using the same color as indicated in the legend.
842, and 861) in the greater Los Angeles area. Figure 2.9 shows 2D VS profiles of cross
sections that pass through these nine sites. Very distinctly, one can see a vertical “streak”
at the location of each site, which indicates that at these locations the 1D CVM-S VS profile
is different from the neighboring VS values. We then query the 1D CVM-S VS profiles
directly adjacent to these nine sites (on the left and right sides along the 2D cross section,
and within a 75-meter radius), and plot the 1D profiles together in Figure 2.10. For all nine
sites, we observe that the CVM-S profile matches the measured profile, but at only a short
distance (< 75 m) away, the CVM-S profile becomes distinctly different from the measured
profile. In other words, CVM-S cannot generate the measured (hence most accurate) VS
profiles unless queried exactly at certain grid points. As for 3D ground motion simulations
using CVM-S, it is highly unlikely that such sparse inclusion of measured 1D profiles
would improve the accuracy of 3D simulations, because such measured profiles would be
considered numerical noises of very high frequencies by the wave propagation codes.
To obtain a more realistic estimate of the goodness-of-fit of the CVM-S profiles, we recal-
culate the goodness-of-fit scores at these nine sites using the adjacent VS profiles shown in
Figure 2.10. We show the updated GoFVs and GoFAF distributions as two violin plots in





















































Figure 2.8: (a) The locations of all 43 test set sites. Solid markers indicate sites where CVM-
S4.26.M01 produces perfect matches to themeasurement, emptymarkers indicate sites where
CVM-S4.26.M01 produces homogeneous stiff VS profiles (“bedrock”), and half-full markers
indicate the non-perfect-match-nor-bedrock case. The magenta and cyan boxes indicate the
geographic boundaries of CVM-H15.1.0 and CVM-S4.26.M01, respectively. (b) The locations of
the test set sites in the greater Los Angeles area, with site names shown beside the markers.
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Figure 2.9: 2D VS profiles of different cross sections that pass through the nine sites (where
CVM-S4.26.M01 provides perfect fit to measurements). The nine sites are: 839, 1297, ALH,
929, LAD, RIN, 921, 842, and 861, and their locations are indicated as thick arrows above
each color map. Very distinctly, one can see a vertical “streak” at the location of each site,
which indicates that at these locations the 1D CVM-S4.26.M01 VS profile is different from the
neighboring VS values.
scores among the four models (for both GoFVs and GoFAF), which indicates that the SVM
has the potential to provide better predictions ofVS30-dependentVS profiles (GoFVs) and 1D
site amplification, and by extension, improved high-frequency simulated ground motions
when translated into a 3D sediment velocity model.
2.4 Stochastic properties of the SVM
In this section, we report some correlations that we find from the data: (1) layer thickness
versus depth, and (2) the uncertainty bound ofVS. Admittedly, correlations may not indicate
causality: these two correlations may reflect not only the true uncertainties of the sediments
but also the “artificial” uncertainties introduced in the VS profiling process (and it is quite
unfeasible to separate them). But for lack of better available alternatives, they are still
useful for generating randomized realizations of 1D velocity profiles (and potentially 2D
and 3D profiles) based on the smooth SVM profiles (e.g., using the randomization method
proposed by Toro, 1995).
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Figure 2.10: 1D VS profiles at (and next to) the nine test set sites. In each subplot, we show
the 1D VS profile (1) as queried from CVM-S4.26.M01 at the exact latitude/longitude coordinate
of the nine sites, (2) adjacent to the latitude/longitude coordinate (on both left and right sides
along the 2D cross section, and no farther than 75 m away from the site), and (3) measured
VS profile. For all the nine sites, the CVM-S4.26.M01 profile matches the measured profile, but
only a short distance away, the CVM-S4.26.M01 profile becomes distinctly different from the
measurement.
2.4.1 Layer thickness versus layer depth
We collect layer thickness (denoted as h) and layer depth (at midpoint of layer, denoted as
zmid) of every layer of every measured VS profile (including test set sites), and perform a
“bin-and-fit” procedure:
1. Group the (h, zmid) data points into these zmid bins edges: [0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 65,
85, 100, 120, 160, 200] (unit: m);
2. Calculate the mean values of h and zmid within each bin, assuming h and zmid are
normally distributed;










































Figure 2.11: Violin plots of the goodness-of-fit scores (GoFVs and GoFAF) for CVM-H, CVM-S,
GTL, and SVM. The shaded areas represent the distribution of scores, and the horizontal bars
represent the mean and median scores.
Figure 2.12: Correlation between layer thickness h and layer midpoint depth zmid. The curve
fitting results are also shown ( f (zmid) and g(zmid) are defined in Eqs 2.7 and 2.8).
The raw data and curve fit are shown in Figure 2.12. The correlation between h and zmid is
h = f (zmid) = 1.125 z0.620mid (2.7)
with R2 = 0.942, and the correlation between STDh (standard deviation of h) and zmid is
STDh = g(zmid) = 0.951 z0.628mid (2.8)
with R2 = 0.694. The units of h, STDh, and zmid are all m.
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Figure 2.13: Curve fitting between σlnVS and VS . The R
2 score of the curve fit is 0.3747.
2.4.2 Uncertainty bound of VS
In Figure 2.4, we show the standard deviation envelope of VS for every VS30 bin. Here we
gather the standard deviation ofVS (denoted as STDVs) and correlate it againstVS30 and zmid
(layer depth, see Eq 2.7 for definition):
STDVs = −89.7085 + 1.6434zmid + 0.5204VS30 (2.9)
where the units are m, m, and m/s, respectively; and R2 = 0.772. We can see that STDVs
increases with both zmid and VS30, which is also evident in Figure 2.4. Since the valid range
of VS30 is 173.1 m/s, Eq (2.9) does not produce negative STDVs values.













VS + 0.4233 (2.10)
where the unit ofVS is m/s. The curve-fitting result for this formula is shown in Figure 2.13.
Note that from the mean SVM velocity (as produced from Eqs 2.3 and 2.4) and STDVs,
one can back-calculate µlnVS and σ
2
lnVS (the mean and variance of ln(VS)) from solving the
system of Eqs 2.1 and 2.2. This means that Eqs 2.9 and 2.10 reflect different aspects of the
same trend.
Also, these two equations do not necessarily suggest any physically significant causality;
they merely reflects the trend within the data.
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Figure 2.14: Relation between z1 and VS30. (blue solid line), as calculated from the Vs profile
measurements. Mean z1 value within each VS30 bin is calculated (assuming log-normal distri-
bution). A curve can be fitted to the mean value (blue solid line), with R2 = 0.97. We also plot
the model proposed by Chiou and Youngs (2014) on the same plot, and we can see that their
correlation does not match our data so well.
2.5 z1-VS30 relationship
For each measured Vs profile, we collect their VS30 and z1 information1 and plot the data
points in Figure 2.14. (Note that z1 information is not always available for every measured
Vs profile, because some measurements do not reach the depth where VS exceeds 1000 m/s.
Such profiles are naturally excluded from Figure 2.14.) In order to find a mathematical
expression between them, we employ the the following “bin-and-fit” procedure:
1. Group the data points into VS30 bins: [0, 250, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000,
1250, 1500];
2. Calculate the mean z1 value within each bin, assuming the data points follow log-
normal distribution;
3. Fit the mean z1 values (against the arithmetic mean z1 values of each bin) using
least-square method.
The result is shown as a blue line in Figure 2.14, and the correlation is
z1 = 140.511 exp (−0.00303VS30) (2.11)
1z1: the depth that the VS profile first reaches 1,000 m/s, sometimes also known as the “basin depth”.
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This result means that z1 (depth to bedrock) decreases whenVS30 increase (i.e., stiffer sites),
which conforms with our intuition. We also plot the model proposed by Chiou and Youngs
(2014) on the same plot, and we can see that their model does not match our data so well.
We should note here that we only included 166 (out of 914) measured Vs profiles which
reached 1000 m/s (so that we could infer z1). For the remaining 748 profiles, the bedrock is
deeper than the measurement, thus the “actual” z1 may be larger than the prediction given
in Equation (2.11).
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we describe the development of aVS30-based near-surface shearwave velocity
model, namely the Sediment Velocity Model (SVM), based on 914 measured 1DVS profiles
in California. The data sources are: two publicly available USGS reports (Boore 2003;
Yong et al. 2013), one California Geological Survey dataset (personal correspondence), and
proprietary data from LeRoy Crandall and Associates (personal correspondence).
Using VS30 as input, the SVM can produce one-dimensional VS profiles that are shown to
be in good agreement with the measured data. The values of VS30 can be readily queried
from VS30 maps (such as Yong et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2014; Wills et al., 2015). The
reliable range for input for the SVM VS30 is 173.1 to 1,000 m/s (i.e., outside this range, we
do not have statistically abundant data to develop or validate the predicted VS profiles).
We also conducted a validation study, using 43 out of the 914 measured profiles as bench-
mark (“test set”) to test the predictive performance of four velocity models: CVM-H15.1.0,
CVM-S4.26.M01, GTL (by Ely et al., 2010), and SVM. Our validation study shows the
following:
1. In many cases within their geographic ranges, CVM-H15.1.0 and CVM-S4.26.M01
predict stiff rocks (VS > 1000m/s), whereas themeasured profiles show soft sediments,
indicating a lack of resolution for both models.
2. GTL requires both VS30 and VS(350) as input, which makes it unusable in cases where
VS(350) is not readily available. And even with accurate VS(350) information, GTL
can still predict unrealistic VS profiles due to its inherent assumption of no velocity
contrast between 0 and 350 m.
3. The goodness-of-fit of VS profiles (GoFVs) of the SVM is the highest among the four
models, suggesting that it has the potential to produce better 2D/3D velocities for
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ground motions simulations than the available sediment velocity models in southern
California.
4. The goodness-of-fit of amplification factors (the GoFAF score) of the SVM is also the
highest among the four models, suggesting that it will likely lead to improved 1D site
amplification factors.
To take advantage of the improved prediction accuracy of the SVM, one can use the SVM-
generated 1D profiles to populate the shallow depths of a 2D or 3D region. Specifically,
one can use the SVM profiles to replace the velocities of the 3D regional velocity models
(such as the CVMs) from the ground surface down to the depth where VS reaches a value
between 1,000 m/s to 1,500 m/s. However, for softer sites (with lower VS30), estimating VS
values up to 1,000 m/s requires some extrapolation (as seen in Figure 2.4), which is due to
the limited coverage of VS values in the four datasets.
We should also note that the model parameters of the SVM are calibrated using VS profile
measurements from California. Hence, if it is used outside California, its predictions could
be less accurate. However, the methodology presented in this chapter is not region-specific:
with statistically abundant VS profile measurements from other regions, one could follow
the same procedures to develop a separate SVM. In a less fortunate scenario where there
are not enough VS data, the SVM parameters in this chapter can at least be used to give a
crude estimate of the potential level of site amplification in regions characterized by soft
basin deposits overlying stiff bedrock.
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C h a p t e r 3
A hybrid hyperbolic nonlinear soil model for
site-response analyses
This chapter presents the hybrid hyperbolic (HH) model—a 1D stress-strain model that can
capture both the small-strain stiffness and large-strain shear strength of soils. Its ability to
capture soil strength enables it to satisfactorily model nonlinear site response even for very
strong input motions: in our benchmarking study (Section 3.3), the HH model outperforms
the currently prevalent MKZ model by a considerable margin. More importantly, in the
absence of laboratory test data, the HHmodel parameters can be empirically calibrated with
only VS information, making it particularly useful on a regional scale, where geotechnical
data are sparse.
The contents of this chapter is adopted from our publication, Shi and Asimaki (2017):
J. Shi and D. Asimaki (2017), “From stiffness to strength: Formulation and validation
of a hybrid hyperbolic nonlinear soil model for site-response analyses”, Bulletin of the
Seismological Society of America, 107(3), 1336–1355.
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3.1 Introduction
Site response has long been known to play an important role in modifying the amplitude,
frequency and duration of earthquake shaking. For non-liquefiable sites, studies have shown
that site response frequently amplifies the low-frequency components of weak-to-medium-
intensity motions, and introduces complex patterns of amplification and deamplification for
higher intensity motions associated with extensive soil yielding (Beresnev and Wen, 1996;
Field et al., 1997; Hartzell, 1998; Hartzell et al., 2004).
Near-surface site response primarily affects the high-frequency components of ground
shaking (>1 Hz). Since these components are frequently captured by stochastic methods in
earthquake simulations (Liu et al., 2006; Graves and Pitarka, 2010; Mai et al., 2010), site
response analyses have been traditionally performed separately from the source and path
components of simulated ground motions. For well-characterized soil sites, the ground sur-
face motion can be computed using elaborate constitutive soil models (e.g., Seidalinov and
Taiebat, 2014). For practical applications, however, where geotechnical site characterization
data are scarce and sparse, the use of elaborate geotechnical models introduces unavoidably
large uncertainties in the selection of input parameters. Simplified one-dimensional site-
specific models with few input parameters do exist, but these models achieve simplicity by
focusing on a specific strain range of soil behavior. For example, elastic-perfectly-plastic
models such as theMohr-Coulomb (de Coulomb, 1776) or the Drucker-Prager (Drucker and
Prager, 1952) have been developed to match the material strength measured in quasi-static
laboratory tests; while the Ramberg-Osgood (Ramberg and Osgood, 1943), the hyperbolic
(Kondner and Zelasko, 1963) and the modified hyperbolic models (Matasovic and Vucetic,
1993), have been developed with emphasis on the low to medium strain range response of
soils to cyclic loading (e.g., on the basis of resonant column test results).
In this chapter, we present a new one-dimensional (1D) total stress analysis model that ad-
dresses the limitations of existing simplified site-specific models to simultaneously capture
the low-strain (stiffness) and the large-strain (strength) response of soils; and furthermore,
it does so using the shear-wave velocity (VS) profile as the only input parameter. Given
VS, the so-called hybrid hyperbolic model (HH) captures the fundamental physics of strain-
dependent stiffness and strength by means of empirical correlations that have been validated
through laboratory experiments and field tests.
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Not limited to a specific strain range, our model is thus applicable for site response analyses
to low, medium, and strong intensity shaking including near-field motions, provided that
the site conditions and incident motions can be approximately captured by a 1D model.
In addition to site-specific problems, HH can be used as part of hybrid ground motion
prediction equations (GMPEs), to numerically extend site amplification factors to long
return period events. In the following sections, we present the formulation of the model,
and an extensive validation study of its performance using 2,756 seismic records from 9
KiK-net strong motion stations in Japan. Using this statistically significant database of
ground motions, we compare HH’s predictions to the widely used equivalent linear and a
series of nonlinear constitutive models for site-specific response analyses.
3.2 A hybrid hyperbolic (HH) stress-strain model
3.2.1 Nonlinear stress-strain models for site response analyses: state
of the art
Numerous one-dimensional shear stress-strain models have been proposed in the last 50
years. Among others, the hyperbolic model (a.k.a., the KZ model) originally proposed by
Kondner and Zelasko (1963), has been extensively used because its formulation is simple
and its parameters, A and B, reflect physical material properties:





where τ is the shear stress and γ is the shear strain. Figure 3.1 shows the example of a
KZ stress-strain curve. In this formulation, the tangent slope of τ (γ) equals to A at γ = 0,
and it asymptotically converges to B as γ → +∞. Thus, when used to approximate shear
stress-strain soil behavior, A can be set equal to the initial (or maximum) shear modulus of
the soil, Gmax, and B equal to the shear strength, τf . Equation (3.1) can then be rewritten
as:







1 + Gmaxτf γ
(3.2)
When calibrated to match both stiffness (Gmax) and strength (τf), however, KZ often lacks
the necessary geometric flexibility to capture the intermediate strain range. To address
this issue, Matasovic and Vucetic (1993) proposed a modified hyperbolic model (hereafter
referred to as MKZ), with two additional “curvature parameters”, β and s. The functional















Figure 3.1: Examples of KZ and MKZ curves. The KZ and MKZ curves have the same initial
tangent slope, i.e., Gmax. The KZ curve converges asymptotically towards the shear strength,
while the MKZ curves do not have upper bounds and thus will increase to infinity.







It is worth noting that the popular study byDarendeli (2001), which provided the functional
form of modulus reduction and damping curves for generic soils as a function of soil
properties (such as PI, the plasticity index, p′0, the in-situ overburden stress, and OCR, the
over-consolidation ratio, namely, the ratio between the maximum past overburden pressure
and p′0), is based on MKZ’s functional form with β = 1 and s = 0.9190.
However, while the tangent slope of Equation (3.3) at γ = 0 is Gmax (the low-strain soil
stiffness), τ (γ) is unbounded for γ → +∞. Since Equation (3.3) does not converge to
a finite strength at infinite strain, Matasovic and Vucetic (1993) introduced the soil shear
strength through an auxiliary reference strain defined as γref = τf/Gmax, and Equation (3.3)
becomes:
τMKZ (γ) = Gmaxγ1 + β (γ/γref)s (3.4)
Recognizing that τMKZ is unbounded, Matasovic and Vucetic (1993) and Darendeli (2001)
validated MKZ only in the low-to-medium strain range, namely, below 0.5%. (0.5% is
approximately the largest strain that can be mobilized in resonant column (RC) tests, which
were the kinds of tests used by Darendeli (2001) to derive empirical correlations for the
MKZ parameters; Matasovic and Vucetic (1993), on the other hand, used data from cyclic
direct simple shear (cDSS) tests that can mobilize up to 1% strain to validate their model.)
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Medium to strong ground shaking, however, can induce strains beyond 0.5%. For example,
as we will show in more detail later in this chapter, the 2003/9/26 Mw 8.3 Hokkaido earth-
quake induced more than 3% strain at seismic station KSRH10 (in Hamanaka, Hokkaido,
Japan). To simulate motions of such intensity, the stress-strain model needs not only to
be able to predict the small-strain soil behavior, but also: (a) the mobilized shear stress at
larger strains (beyond the range of applicability of MKZ), and (b) the soil shear strength;
thus imposing a physical upper bound to the maximum ground response to seismic shaking.
Recognizing these issues, several recent studies have proposed either entire new stress-strain
models or modifications of previous formulations based on MKZ. For example, Hashash
et al. (2010) proposed to manually adjust the functional form of MKZ beyond 0.1% strain
so that it matches the correct soil shear strength. Although this approach does capture
the correct soil strength, the stress-strain behavior at intermediate strains is artificially
(geometrically) constructed to merge the low and large strain ends, and thus may not reflect
the “true” soil behavior. Stewart and Kwok (2008) and Yee et al. (2013) proposed and
employed a similar geometry-based modification to MKZ in the 0.3–0.5% transition strain
zone between low-strain stiffness and material strength. This method also captures the soil
strength, but its stress prediction for larger strains has not been validated against laboratory
data. Additionally, by geometric construction, this method is prone to “discontinuities”
(e.g., stress singularity, negative stress, or stress decreasing with strain), especially if the
MKZ-predicted stress exceeds the target shear strength at very small strains (which could
be, for example, the case for the more confined, deeper layers of soil profiles).
More recently, Gingery and Elgamal (2013) and Groholski et al. (2016) proposed two ad-
ditional shear strength incorporated models, but neither study has shown that the models
are flexible enough to fit laboratory data over the entire strain range. On the other hand,
the strength-incorporated hybrid model proposed by Hayashi et al. (1994) was both geo-
metrically flexible and was validated against laboratory stress-strain data; however, they did
not provide correlations between the model parameters and physical soil properties. This
limitation constrains the usability of their model to cases where laboratory stress-strain
data are available and reliable. Then, when such data are not available (as is most fre-
quently the case in site response analyses), we need a stress-strain model that is not only
geometrically flexible enough, but also is previously validated against laboratory data, and
formulated on the basis of parameters with physical meanings. This was the motivation for
the development, calibration, and validation of the HH model presented next.
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3.2.2 The formulation of the hybrid hyperbolic (HH) model
Motivated by the need to capture the dynamic soil behavior over the entire strain range
(from stiffness to strength), and in light of the above-mentioned limitations of existing
models, we have developed a nonlinear stress-strain model formulated as a composite of
MKZ in the low-to-medium strain range, and a higher order, flexible KZ model (heretofore
referred to as FKZ) in the large strain range. As such, the new model, coined hybrid
hyperbolic (HH), takes advantage of the flexibility of MKZ in the low-to-medium strain
range, gradually transitions into FKZ, and asymptotically converges to the shear strength
of soil. The novelty of HH lies not only in the flexibility of its functional form to fit a
wide range of laboratory stress-strain data, but also in its ability to be calibrated with only
shear-wave velocity (VS) information, which can yield realistic stress-strain curves when
laboratory data are unavailable.
The functional form of the HH model is:
τHH (γ) = w (γ) · τMKZ (γ) + [1 − w (γ)] · τFKZ (γ) (3.5)
where τMKZ (γ) is the MKZ stress (defined in Equation (3.4)), w (γ) is a transition function
to be defined later, and τFKZ (γ) is the aforementioned new “flexible hyperbolic” (FKZ)
model, intended for modeling large-strain behaviors:








Comparing Equation (3.6) to Equation (3.2) (KZmodel), we see that FKZ has two additional
parameters, µ and d. FKZ is thus a generalized hyperbolic model that collapses to the
original two-parameter KZ model when µ = d = 1. The physical meaning and evaluation
of µ and d will be presented in the next sub section.
The transition function from the stress-strain response of MKZ to FKZ is defined as:





where γt and a are two parameters, the “transition strain” and “rate of transition” respectively.
The formulation of w (γ) comes from modifying an S-shape function, s(x) = 1/(1 + 10−x),
and fixing the point where s(x) starts to deviate from the asymptote (and the two coefficients,
4.039 and 1.036, in Equation (3.7) come from this process).
Referring to Figure 3.2, w (γ) = 1 when γ > γt , and it transitions to w (γ) = 0 at a
rate controlled by a. This means that τHH = τMKZ when γ 6 γt, and transitions into
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τFKZ when γ > γt. On the basis of the functional form of HH, γt could be physically
interpreted as the strain beyond which MKZ is not considered a reliable representation of
soil behavior (approximately 0.01%–3%). (The hybrid model by Hayashi et al. (1994) also
has a transition function, e−αγ, but contrary to HH, it deviates from 1 at γ = 0.) Given
the extensive literature available on the development and calibration of MKZ (Matasovic
and Vucetic, 1993; Darendeli, 2001; Vardanega and Bolton, 2013), we will next focus
on the derivation and calibration of FKZ and the transition function. We will base these
derivations on laboratory tests on large-strain soil behavior, namely, direct simple shear
(DSS) and triaxial (TX) tests, which usually measure shear strain from ∼ 0.05% to 20%.













Figure 3.2: The transition function, w (γ)
Combining the functional forms of MKZ and FKZ, each formulated to capture a different
range of shear strain, we circumvent the dilemma of flexibility versus simplicity without
the parameters losing their clear physical meanings. Table 3.1 summarizes the nine (9)
parameters of the HH model, and Figure 3.3 shows an example of the hybrid stress and
hybrid modulus reduction curve predicted by HH.
3.2.3 HH prediction of large-strain shear stress and shear strength
As mentioned above, laboratory tests that measure low (e.g., RC test) and medium/large
strain behavior (e.g., DSS, TX tests) only overlap over a very narrow strain range, in the
vicinity of 0.5%. Furthermore, in RC tests, soil behavior is affected by large strain rate (i.e.,
dynamic) effects, whereas DSS tests are performed quasi-statically. Although RC and DSS




γref Reference strain, related to soil properties
β Shape parameter of MKZ
s Shape parameter of MKZ
γt Transition strain from MKZ to FKZ
a Rate of transition from 1 to 0
τf Shear strength
µ From FKZ, representing stress accumulation
d Shape parameter of FKZ
Table 3.1: Summary of the nine (9) parameters of the hybrid hyperbolic (HH) model
it is rare to find RC and DSS test data performed on the same soil, subjected to the same
state of stress and stress history. Given the constraints above, we initially validated HH by
separately evaluating MKZ and FKZ in their corresponding strain ranges against laboratory
experiments.
Figure 3.4 shows the calibration of FKZ using four sets of high quality stress-strain data
measured in DSS tests (from Ladd and Edgers, 1972; McCarron et al., 1995). Two of the
FKZ parameters can be readily obtained from data: τf is the peak shear stress (note that FKZ




where G∗ is the initial secant modulus of the DSS test, which is different from the initial






1 + β (γ∗/γref)s (3.9)
where γ∗ is the smallest shear strain in the DSS test dataset, and γref can be calculated
using PI, OCR, and p′0 (all provided in the DSS test dataset) from Darendeli’s correlation
(Equation (A5) in the Appendix).
The third parameter of FKZ, µ, can be calculated as follows: Vardanega and Bolton (2011)






































































Figure 3.3: Hybrid Hyperbolic (HH) stress and modulus reduction curves, compared to MKZ.
(a) Example for shallower layers, where Darendeli’s MKZ curve usually underestimates shear
stresses even at 10% strain. (b) Example for deeper layers, where Darendeli’s MKZ curve






where γM=2 is the strain at which 50% of the shear strength is mobilized. Combining







where p′m0 is in kPa, andGmax/τf and OCR are dimensionless. This indicates that µ controls
how fast shear stress accumulates when shear strain increases. Then µ and τf represent,
respectively, two important soil properties in higher strain range: (a) stress accumulation,
(b) shear strength.
With Gmax, τf , and µ calculated as above, d remains the only free parameter in FKZ. And
then we estimate d by least-squares curve fitting. As shown in Figure 3.4, the fit is very
satisfactory. The values of d fall in a narrow range (mean = 1.03, standard deviation = 0.12),
and within this range, d did not show clear correlations with any of the soil properties we
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Figure 3.4: Curve fitting of FKZ to direct simple shear (DSS) testing data. (a) Boston blue
clay (data from Ladd and Edgers, 1972). (b) Maine organic clay (Ladd and Edgers, 1972). (c)
Bangkok clay (Ladd and Edgers, 1972). (d) Beaufort Sea clay (McCarron et al., 1995).
considered. Since d is the power of µ in the FKZ formula, we associated the variation of d
with either uncertainties not captured in Equation (3.11) or errors in the DSS test data.
To further test the validity of Equation (3.11), we perform a blind stress-strain prediction
(fixing d at the mean value, 1.03) and compare the results with an independent set of DSS
data (from Koutsoftas, 1978), as shown in Figure 3.5. Although these stress-strain curves
have been constructed using the only Gmax, τf , PI, OCR, and p′0 (all provided in Koutsoftas,
1978), the FKZ prediction compares very well with laboratory data.
When stress-strain laboratory data are available in the large strain range, one can directly
obtain two of the FKZ parameters, τf and Gmax, while µ and d can be estimated from curve
fitting of the same data in lieu of Equation (3.11). On the other hand, in absence of laboratory
data, we propose an “HH calibration (HHC)” procedure that “constructs” empirical τFKZ
and thus τHH . We should highlight here that HHC requires only the shear-wave velocity (VS)
profile of the site as input—a situation often encountered by engineers and seismologists
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Figure 3.5: Reconstruction of stress-strain curves using the HHC procedure, and the compari-
son against actual DSS test data (test data fromKoutsoftas, 1978). The value of µ is calculated
using Equation (3.11), and d takes 1.03.
performing site response analysis, just as in the KiK-net validation study in the next section.
The detailed formulas of the HHC procedure are presented in the Appendix.
We should also note that the data in Figure 3.4 are from static/quasi-static tests, with strain
rate on the order of∼1% per hour. This strain rate is four orders of magnitude slower than the
typical strain rate of dynamic site response analyses. To account for the effects of strain-rate
in site response (Richardson and Whitman, 1963; Ladd and Edgers, 1972), Vardanega and
Bolton (2013) suggested a simple rate-effect correction factor Z (see Appendix for formula)
as part of the following correction scheme, which we adopted in the simulations presented
in the following sections:
τdynamic = τstatic · Z, and Gdynamic = Gstatic · Z (3.12)
Applying this correction to FKZ, Equation (3.6) becomes







As we can see, only static Gmax and static τf need to be scaled up by Z while µ and d
are not affected. This means that we can directly use dynamic Gmax and dynamic τf as
HH parameters, without the need to recalibrate µ and d. The procedures for determining
dynamic Gmax and dynamic τf are also listed in the Appendix. In short, in the typical case
where only VS profiles are available, Gmax need not be corrected by Z , while τf should be
corrected by Z .
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3.2.4 HH prediction of hysteretic soil damping
Another aspect of the validity of a dynamic stress-strain soil model is its capability to
properly capture the hysteretic damping ratio as a function of shear strain. Hysteretic
damping ratio (or intrinsic attenuation) is defined as the ratio between the energy absorbed
in one loading cycle to the maximum elastic energy stored over the same cycle. Some
recent studies, such as Phillips and Hashash (2009) and Li and Assimaki (2010), proposed
hysteretic rules that can fit stress-strain models (such as MKZ) to actual damping data or
empirically derived damping curves (e.g., Seed and Idriss, 1970; Vucetic and Dobry, 1991;
EPRI, 1993;Darendeli, 2001). Such hysteresis rules are capable of simultaneouslymatching
shear modulus and damping data, thus resolving the issue of damping overestimation at
higher strains that has been the major drawback of traditional Masing rules (Masing, 1926).
Still, even when such non-Masing rules are implemented, the numerical scheme cannot
accurately represent the actual damping behavior if the stress-strain model is not geomet-
rically flexible enough to fit the damping data. An example is shown in Figure 3.6, where
we observe the poor fit of MKZ to damping of sands (measured data from Matasovic
and Vucetic, 1993) and clays (design curves from EPRI, 1993) at large strains (> 1%).
Shown in the same figure is the fit of HH to the same data/curve, which is significantly
better than MKZ, particularly in the large strain range (> 1%) where some soils exhibit
damping reduction under certain combinations of soil type and overburden stress. This
damping reduction has been documented in EPRI (1993), and is attributed by Matasovic
and Vucetic (1993) to the dilative behavior of soils at higher strains. With a monotonically
increasing damping prediction with strain, MKZ overestimates soil damping for certain soil
types at larger strains, which in turn could lead to an underestimation of ground response
to very strong input motions (namely, in the context of this study, motions that mobilize
shear strains higher than 1%). In contrast, HH has more parametric flexibility in capturing
damping reduction, which ensures a satisfactory damping representation in the numerical
scheme.
We should note here that, in absence of measured data, we recommend the empirical
formulas proposed byDarendeli (2001) (which are documented in theAppendix) to estimate
the damping ratios and calibrate the HH model parameters.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of curve-fitting performance of MKZ and HH models. The HH model
shows better flexibility to describe the damping-strain behavior, especially for strains > 0.1%,
where soils would exhibit a damping reduction. The MKZ model usually overestimates damp-
ing at higher strains. (a) Measured data for different sands (Matasovic and Vucetic, 1993). (b)
Design curves for different clays (EPRI, 1993).
3.3 A comparative study of 1D site response methodolo-
gies
In this section, we implement the MKZ and the HH models in nonlinear site-specific re-
sponse analyses and evaluate their performance by comparing simulation results to surface
strong motion recordings at nine downhole arrays of the Japanese strong-motion seismo-
graph network, KiK-net (Aoi et al., 2004). At the same time, we also perform a series of
simplified site response analyses (linear and equivalent linear) and we quantify the strain
beyond which their performance diverges from the nonlinear predictions and from the
recorded ground motions. In each case, we use the subsurface shear wave velocity profile
at each station as input and we employ the same empirical correlations to evaluate the mod-
ulus reduction and damping curves. Before we proceed with the quantitative comparative
results, we first provide an overview of the characteristics of the three family of site response
analysis methods used in this chapter:
In the linear method, the material properties remain constant during shaking. Our linear
method is in the frequency domain with linear visco-elastic material behavior. It has been
repeatedly shown that the linear method is not suitable for site response analyses to strong
ground motions, with the possible exception of hard rock sites (NEHRP classes A and B)
or very weak motions—PGA at rock outcrop smaller than ∼ 0.1g (Hartzell et al., 2004;
Assimaki and Li, 2012; Kaklamanos et al., 2013).
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The equivalent linear method, originally proposed by Seed and Idriss (1970), accounts
for material yielding (modulus reduction) and hysteretic attenuation (damping) by itera-
tively matching the soil modulus and damping to a characteristic strain level. Nonetheless,
this method essentially still a linear method because material properties remain constant
throughout an iteration—although the stiffness is reduced and damping is increased com-
pared to the linear method. This method yields satisfactory results for relative stiff sites
subjected to intermediate levels of strain (< 0.1%), but severely underestimates the high
frequencies (> 5 Hz) of the ground motion—as will be shown in the following sections.
The nonlinear method is performed in the time domain, where the material properties
are adjusted instantaneously to the strain level and loading path. The nonlinear scheme used
in this chapter was developed by Li and Assimaki (2010) and Assimaki and Li (2012) and
has the following features:
1. It uses amemory variable technique proposed by Liu and Archuleta (2006) to simulate
the frequency-independent small-strain soil damping.
2. It can incorporate any stress-strain model with a closed-form expression, including
(but not limited to) the MKZ and HH models implemented in this chapter.
3. It uses the Li and Assimaki (2010) hysteresis rule that is based on the hysteresis model
proposed byMuravskii (2005), and can simultaneously match theG/Gmax and damp-
ing curves. This goal is achieved by using two sets of stress-strain parameters as input
for the nonlinear scheme: the first set describes loading/reloading (obtained from
fitting a certain stress-strain model to G/Gmax measurements, or directly from empir-
ical correlations that generate the stress-strain model parameters), and the second set
describes unloading (obtained from fitting the stress-strain model to damping data).
Through the geometric representation of narrower and more realistic hysteresis loops,
the Li and Assimaki (2010) rule yields a better fit than the extended Masing rules
(Pyke, 1979; Kramer, 1996), which seek a “compromised” matching of G/Gmax and
damping curves. It should be pointed out that the Li and Assimaki (2010) hysteresis
rule can incorporate any closed-form monotonic stress-strain model, including (but
not limited to) MKZ and HH.
3.3.1 KiK-net strong motion stations
The KiK-net strong-motion seismograph network in Japan consists of approximately 670
stations with a ground surface and a downhole array instrument pair (Aoi et al., 2004). To
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evaluate the performance of the HH model relative to MKZ and the simplified linear and
equivalent linear analysesmethods, we identified nine (9) stations forwhich, according to the
taxonomy proposed by Thompson et al. (2012), 1D wave propagation is a valid assumption
for site response analyses. In Thompson’s taxonomy, such an assumption is valid when the
theoretical transfer function (TTF; using the Thomson-Haskell method (Thomson, 1950;
Haskell, 1953)) of a horizontally layered profile is in good agreement with the average
empirical transfer function (ETF) at the same site, evaluated as the spectral ratio between
the surface and boreholemeasurements (fromweakermotions with PGAsurface < 0.1g only).
The site characteristics of the nine stations are shown in Table 3.2, and their VS profiles are
shown in Figure 3.7.





















































Figure 3.7: VS profiles of all the nine stations, after waveform inversion
3.3.2 Soil profiles by waveform inversion
Although shear wave velocity profiles are available at the KiK-net stations from suspension
logging and downhole tests performed at the time of installation, previous studies (e.g.,
Assimaki et al., 2006; Assimaki and Steidl, 2007; Thompson et al., 2009), have shown that
these profiles are sometimes too coarse to capture the effects of site amplification on the
higher frequency components of ground shaking even for very weak ground motions. To
obtain a more detailed description of the soil profile at the selected stations, we employed
the waveform inversion technique proposed by Assimaki et al. (2006), using the VS profiles
provided by KiK-net as initial trial profile and five weak ground motions (PGAsurface <
0.01g) across which we averaged the VS results.
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Station VS30 [m/s] NEHRP class f0 [Hz] N
FKSH11 183.5 D/E 1.6 288
FKSH14 205.2 D 1.2 291
IBRH10 114.2 E 0.33 198
IBRH13 278.5 D 2.8 602
IBRH17 287.8 D 0.37 360
IWTH08 276.5 D 2.9 163
IWTH27 613.6 B/C 7.4 484
KSRH10 158.7 D/E 1.7 188
TKCH08 335.0 C/D 2.0 182
Table 3.2: Summary of the nine (9) KiK-net stations used in this chapter. f0 is the fundamental
frequency of the empirical transfer function (ETF), and N is the number of recorded events
used in the numerical simulations.
Figure 3.8(a) shows an example at Station FKSH14 of the TTF before and after waveform
inversion, and compares them to the corresponding ETF.We should note here that the ETF in
Figure 3.8(a) is computed from all 1697 weak ground motions (PGAsurface < 0.1g) recorded
at FKSH14, which is a statistically significant amount to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
inversion technique. Figure 3.8(b) then compares the VS profile before and after waveform
inversion. Finally, Figure 3.9 shows the optimized TTF (after waveform inversion) versus
the averaged ETF calculated from all weak ground motions at all nine stations.
3.3.3 Ground motion data and goodness-of-fit criteria
For the simulations presented in the following sections, we used ground motions with peak
ground acceleration (PGA) higher than 0.01g recorded at the nine KiK-net stations between
the year 2000 to 2013. The detailed number of records from each station is shown in
Table 3.2. For each record, EW and NS components were first rotated into SH and SV
components according to the azimuth between the station and the epicenter. Successively,
the SH borehole and ground surface components were used as input motion and benchmark
response, respectively.
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Figure 3.8: An example at FKSH14 which shows that waveform inversion yields a better match
between TTF and ETF. (a) Comparison of TTFs (before and after inversion). (b) Comparison
of VS profiles (before and after inversion)
The simulated ground surface motions were quantitatively compared to the benchmark,
using a goodness-of-fit (GoF) scheme synthesized from Anderson (2004). As in the work
of Kristeková et al. (2009); Olsen and Mayhew (2010); Taborda and Bielak (2013) among
others, our GoF gauntlet differs from Anderson’s original scheme in the following three
aspects:
1. We have omitted the cross-correlation between simulation and recording, due to the
sensitivity of this GoF measure to small misalignments between waveforms.
2. Instead of comparing PGA, PGV, and PGD, we compare the root mean square (RMS)
of the acceleration, velocity, and displacement respectively, namely the dominant
rather than peak amplitude of the time series.
3. The range of the score is changed from [0,10] in the original scheme (with 10
representing perfect match) to [−10,10]. In our scheme, 0 represents perfect fit
between simulations and recordings, positive values indicate over-prediction, and
negative values indicate under-prediction. The formulas for mapping differences to
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Figure 3.9: Theoretical transfer functions compared to empirical transfer functions (calculated
from weak motions, with surface PGA< 0.1g) at each station. The shaded gray areas are the
±σ bounds of the averaged ETF.
scaled up by 10 (as shown in Table 3.3), because the error function is “directional”
(i.e., under- and over-prediction distinguishable) and symmetric around zero.
The physical meanings of each score (S1, S2, · · · , S9) and the formulas are summarized
in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The average of S1 through S9, S¯[B], can be calculated for one pair
of simulated and measured waveforms band-pass-filtered through frequency band [B]. In
other words, S¯[B] provides GoF at frequency range [B]. The final score, R¯, is the average









Score # Meaning: Similarity between Formula
S1
Normalized Arias intensity time





Normalized energy integral time












S5 RMS acceleration, rms(am) and rms(as) Φ (rms(am), rms(as))
S6 RMS velocity, rms(vm) and rms(vs) Φ (rms(vm), rms(vs))
S7 RMS displacement, rms(dm) and rms(ds) Φ (rms(dm), rms(ds))
S8 Spectral acceleration (5%), ®Rm and ®Rs Γ
( ®Rm, ®Rs)
S9 Fourier spectra, ®Fm and ®Fs Γ
( ®Fm, ®Fs)
Table 3.3: Meanings and formulas of the modified goodness-of-fit (GoF) scores used in this
chapter. The subscript “m” stands for “measurement”, and the subscript “s” stands for “sim-
ulation”. Definitions of functions Γ and Φ as well as Arias intensity and energy integral are
listed in Table 3.4. rms: root mean square.
Function Formula Meaning





Relative error, scaled to [−10,10]










2(τ) dτ Arias intensity time history,where a is acceleration
A∗ A(Td) Peak value of A(t), where Tdis the duration of ground motion




2(τ) dτ Energy integral time history, where v is velocity
E∗ E(Td) Peak value of E(t), where Td is the durationof ground motion
E¯(t) E(t)/E∗ Normalized energy integral time history
Table 3.4: Definition of functions Γ andΦ, as well as Arias intensity and energy integral, which
appear in Table 3.3. Erf() is the error function.
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3.4 Results and discussion
We performed site response predictions for all the motions with measured PGAsurface >
0.01g at the nine KiK-net stations, using the following analyses: (a) linear (LN), (b)
equivalent linear (EQ), and (c) nonlinear (NL). For the EQ and NL analyses, we employed
two stress-strain relations: MKZ and HH. Because VS profiles are the only available soil
properties useful for site response analyses at the KiK-net stations, we employ the HHC
procedure to obtain MKZ and HH parameters (note that MKZ parameters are a subset of the
HHparameters). For theNL analyses, we provideMKZ andHHparameters to the numerical
scheme, while for the EQ analyses, we construct MKZ and HH modulus reduction curves
from their parameters and use them as reference points for 1D interpolation to iteratively
determine the strain-compatible soil properties. Damping values come from Darendeli’s
empirical correlations (documented in theAppendix), and both theMKZ and theHHmodels
are fitted to the same values, yielding different sets of input parameters. (As is shown earlier
in Figure 3.6, HH’s fit to the same damping data is better than MKZ’s.)
Evidently, there are five differentmodel-analyses pairs (henceforth referred to as “methods”):
1. LN: linear method
2. EQMKZ: equivalent linear method using the MKZ modulus curves and Darendeli’s
damping curves
3. EQHH: equivalent linear method using the HH modulus curves and Darendeli’s
damping curves
4. NLMKZ: nonlinear method using the MKZ modulus and damping parameters
5. NLHH: nonlinear method using the HH modulus and damping parameters
For each of the five methods above, we then calculated the goodness-of-fit (GoF) scores,
S¯[B]’s and R¯, as defined in Equation (3.14). In what follows, we synthesize and present the
scores for each method at each station against two metrics: (1) measured surface PGA, (2)
maximum shear strain within the soil column (as estimated by NLHH), γmax.
3.4.1 Goodness-of-fit scores versus PGA
An example of the goodness-of-fit score for each event plotted versus PGAsurface (PGA
recorded by seismometers on ground surface) at FKSH14 is shown in Figure 3.10 for the
five methods mentioned above. Each point in the figure corresponds to the response of
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Figure 3.10: Goodness-of-fit scores versus PGA (recorded by the seismometer at ground sur-
face) at station FKSH14, for all fivemethods. Positive score indicates over-prediction, negative
score indicates under-prediction, and 0 indicates perfect fit. (a) LN, EQMKZ and NLMKZ. (b) LN,
EQHH, and NLHH. (The scores of the other stations are provided in the electronic supplement.)
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TheLN scores are shown in both Figure 3.10(a) and (b). Clearly, theLNmethod significantly
overestimates the surface ground motion for all frequency bands, a misfit that increases with
increasing PGA. This comes hardly as a surprise since the LN method does not consider
material degradation (strain-compatible or instantaneous), and thus it cannot reproduce the
reduced site amplification or de-amplification observed in the records for stronger ground
motions.
Figure 3.10(a) next shows the EQMKZ and EQHH scores. The R¯ values of all three methods
are similar for small PGAs, but start to deviate for PGA ' 0.05g: R¯ by EQMKZ and EQHH
decrease with PGA, and the EQMKZ goodness of fit is for the most part lower than the EQHH
fit to the ground surface observations. Also, we observe that for the higher frequencies,
both S¯[5-10]Hz and S¯[10-25]Hz of EQMKZ decrease with PGA to almost −5; and S¯[10-25]Hz
and S¯[10-25]Hz of EQHH at high PGAs also show a slightly decreasing trend with PGA.
This observation confirms that the equivalent linear method can severely underestimate
high frequency motions, especially when employed with non-strength-corrected modulus
reduction and damping (MKZ in this case) curves.
Figure 3.10(b) then shows the scores of NLMKZ and NLHH. For PGA < 0.05g, the two NL
methods yield slightly better predictions than LN, EQMKZ, and EQHH. For PGA > 0.05g,
the advantage of NLHH becomes more apparent: its R¯ score remains close to 0 (perfect fit)
and appears to be independent of PGA. The R¯ score by NLMKZ however, is worse than that
of NLHH, yet better than EQMKZ and similar to EQHH. Also, higher frequency (above 5 Hz)
scores of NLMKZ estimated ground motions still indicate an underprediction trend of the
observed high frequency content.
Assimaki et al. (2008) proposed a threshold rock-outcrop PGA value of 0.2g, beyond which
nonlinear analyses should be performed in lieu of linear and equivalent linear methods.
Similarly, Kaklamanos et al. (2013) reported the threshold observed PGA of 0.1g. In the
present study, the threshold PGA for FKSH14 is shown to be 0.05g, significantly lower than
the two previous studies: in this case, nonlinear site response clearly manifests at medium
intensity shaking, namely at levels of PGA lower than previously expected.
We should emphasize here that we do not define the threshold PGA where the GoF score
“crosses over” zero, but rather at the PGA where the score starts to deviate from its “linear
baseline” (i.e., the “baseline” score for very small PGAs). We base this rationale on the fact
that this “linear baseline” reflects all the factors contributing to the misfit in the linear range
(for example, errors in the small-strain soil properties, deviation from 1D wave propagation
conditions, etc.). And since the impact of these factors on the goodness-of-fit usually
remains constant with ground motion intensity, the contribution of a specific site response
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method to the goodness-of-fit starts to manifest when a “new trend” in the score starts to
show. The same rationale applies to the threshold maximum strain (γmax), which will be
presented later.








































Figure 3.11: Goodness-of-fit scores, R (defined in Equation (3.14)), versus PGA (recorded by
the seismometers at ground surface) at all nine stations, with all five methods. Positive score
indicates over-prediction, negative score indicates under-prediction, and 0 indicates perfect
fit. Eachmarker dot is the average of all the R values with a PGA bin (whose center is indicated
by the marker). Thus marker dots represent the overall R at their respective PGA level, for that
particular station.
Each marker symbol is the averaged value of all the R¯ values within a PGA bin, representing
the overall R¯ for that specific PGA level. From this figure we can observe that the R¯ by
LN is generally the highest (namely, LN overestimates ground motions) except at station
TKCH08. For the other four methods, at stations FKSH11, FKSH14, IBRH13, IWTH27,
and KSRH10, R¯ values are “sensitive” to increasing PGA and are quite different from
method to method: LN overestimates ground motions, EQMKZ and NLMKZ increasingly
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underestimate ground motions, EQHH shows improvement over EQMKZ and NLMKZ, and
NLHH shows even better performance than EQHH—qualitatively determined since it gives
slightly higher R¯ than EQHH and would be considered a conservative (safer) prediction in
engineering design. We also observe that NLHH is rather “insensitive” to the increase of
PGA, which can be a significant advantage, because we can know a priori that the quality of
high-PGA simulations by NLHH is similar to the quality of low-PGA simulations, whereas
the performance of EQMKZ or NLMKZ for low-PGA motions is hardly indicative of that of
stronger shaking (higher PGAs). For the other four stations (IBRH10, IBRH17, IWTH08,
and TKCH08), R¯ by all the methods (except LN) are rather “insensitive” to PGA and are
“closer together” to each other. Hence, threshold PGA for these nine stations are different,
which range from 0.02g to more than 0.5g. This is because the level of soil nonlinearity at
these four stations is not as significant as at others stations—and PGA alone is not always a
good indicator of soil nonlinearity. This will be discussed in detail in the next subsection.
3.4.2 Goodness-of-fit scores versus maximum strain
If we consider themodulus reduction curves used in both EQ andNLmethods, themaximum
strain level, γmax, induced by earthquake shaking is a strong indicator of the extent of
nonlinearity experienced by the soil column during a given event. For example, a hard
rock site may experience only low strains even when subjected to strong ground motions,
indicating little (if at all) nonlinearity; whereas a soft site may exhibit rather large strains
undermoderate shaking, indicating that the site responsewas strongly nonlinear. To examine
the relationship between the intensity of ground motion (quantified by PGA) and the extent
of nonlinearity (quantified by γmax), Figure 3.12 plots γmax versus PGAsurface for all stations
and events presented above. For a given station, γmax-PGA is a linear correlation with
narrow scatter. One could thus conclude that plotting GoF vs γmax instead of PGA would
result in some scaled version of the GoF-PGA trend presented in the previous subsection.
However with a closer look at the Figure 3.12, we observe that for a given PGA, γmax
can vary over a factor of 100 from station to station (e.g., compare KSRH10 to TKCH08).
Therefore, for inter-station analysis, it is important to factor in different site conditions by
using γmax instead of PGA.
Figure 3.13 shows the GoF score (R¯) plotted against γmax for all nine stations and five site
response methods. The diversity of site conditions provide a wide range of simulated γmax,
ranging from 4 × 10−4% to 3%, which in turn enables us to better assess the performance
of each method. Each subfigure corresponds to one method, and each marker corresponds
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Figure 3.12: Maximum shear strain (γmax) within the soil column versus the corresponding
PGA (recorded by the seismometers at ground surface). Each marker symbol corresponds to
a certain event at a certain KiK-net station.
to one of the 2,756 events. The black solid line is the average score within each γmax bin,
and the dashed lines are standard deviation bounds.
From this figure, we clearly observe that the R¯ by LN increases from ∼0 to ∼5 with
increasing strain. EQMKZ and NLMKZ remain close to 0 until γmax reaches 0.04%, beyond
which the score rapidly decreases, indicating that the methods underpredict the ground
surface motions for larger strains. Note that this threshold strain of ∼0.04% is lower than
the previously reported 0.1–0.3% threshold by Kaklamanos et al. (2013). EQHH and NLHH
show better performance than EQMKZ and NLMKZ: not only R¯ is close to 0, but also R¯-γmax
is approximately constant over the entire strain range. Since the only difference between the
HH- and MKZ-based methods is the stress-strain model (HH vs MKZ), one can conclude
that the difference in the goodness-of-fit is the result of the better soil behavior representation
over the entire strain range—from stiffness to strength—of the HH model.
A more detailed examination of Figure 3.13 reveals that R¯ by NLHH is better than the
corresponding R¯ by EQHH at high strains (> 0.5%). Specifically, while NLHH slightly
overpredicts the ground surface motions, EQHH underpredicts the observed ground shaking,
which could lead to unsafe design in engineering practice. Figure 3.14(a) depicts only the
salient features of Figure 3.13, by averaging all the R¯ values within the each γmax bin. One
can clearly see the advantages of NLHH over the other four methods in the large strain range,
where their predictions become increasingly poor with increased ground motion intensity.
The strain level where this prediction divergence between methods is defined as “threshold
strain”, γthres. Figures 3.14(b) and (c) show the score for higher frequencies, S¯[5,10]Hz and
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Figure 3.13: Goodness-of-fit score R versus γmax within the soil column, for all nine stations
and all five methods. Positive score indicates over-prediction, negative score indicates under-
prediction, and 0 indicates perfect fit. NLHH provides the best overall performance among the
five methods (slight over-prediction is preferred in engineering design). Each marker dot is
one event recorded at a certain station. The solid line is the average score within each γmax


































































































Figure 3.14: Goodness-of-fit score, R, S[5,10]Hz, and S[10,25]Hz versus maximum shear strain
(γmax). Positive score indicates over-prediction, negative score indicates under-prediction,
and 0 indicates perfect fit. NLHH has the best overall performance among the five methods
(slight over-prediction is preferred in engineering design). The threshold strain (beyondwhich
all othermethods are less reliable than NLHH) is 0.04% for R, and even lower (0.015%) for higher
frequencies: S[5,10]Hz and S[10,25]Hz.
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(averaged across all frequency bands), it severely underestimates higher frequencies when
γmax > γthres, while NLHH still has the best relative performance among five methods. One
should note here that γthres for f > 5 Hz is even lower, on the order of 0.015%. These
results reinforce as well as quantify the well known limitation of the equivalent linear
method (regardless of whether the stress-strain curves used in the iterations are corrected
for shear strength or not): the use of the equivalent linear method, especially for frequencies
above 5 Hz, might lead to severe underestimation of the ground motion intensity even for
events too weak to be associated with nonlinear site response in practice.
3.4.3 Case analysis of two strong events
Wenext present a detailed analysis of two strong events, to further shed light on the difference
between the NL and EQ methods, and between HH and MKZ constitutive soil models. We
specifically discuss the 2011/3/11 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake mainshock recorded at
FKSH11 and the 2003/9/26 Mw 8.3 Hokkaido Earthquake mainshock recorded at KSRH10.
The 2003 event corresponds to the largest calculated γmax of all stations, 3.67%; the 2011
event corresponds to the second largest γmax (1.13%) of all stations, and the largest γmax
at FKSH11. Figure 3.15 shows the waveforms and Fourier spectra (smoothed using a
Konno-Ohmachi smoothing window by Konno and Ohmachi, 1998) of the ground surface
recording and simulation results. For both events, and in line with our previous analyses, LN
overestimates ground motion intensities. For the 2003 event, EQMKZ and NLMKZ severely
underestimate ground motions, while EQHH and NLHH predict adequate intensity. Still,
EQHH underestimates frequencies higher than 5 Hz (as shown in the Fourier spectra plot).
For the 2011 event, all methods except LN underpredict the ground motion. The Fourier
spectra plot, however, shows that EQMKZ and EQHH severely “overdamp” higher frequencies
(>4 Hz), while NLHH provides relatively satisfactory predictions over the full frequency
range. (It is worth noting that a good PGA prediction does not necessarily indicate good
match in all frequencies.)
The reason that NLHH does not underestimate surface ground motions as much as NLMKZ is
that HH incorporates shear strength, which yields a “stiffer” response (more elastic) in the
shallow layers and a “softer” response in the deeper layers than MKZ. Figure 3.16 shows
the stress-strain loops calculated by NLMKZ and NLHH at a shallow and a deep layer, for
both 2003 and 2011 events. From Figure 3.16(c) and (f), we can see that at larger depths,
NLMKZ and NLHH follow almost the same stress path, with very similar peak stress and
peak strain (much lower than γt). However, at shallow depths (Figure 3.16(a) and (d)),
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Figure 3.15: Time history and Fourier spectra (smoothed) for the (a) 2011/3/11 Mw 9.0 Tohoku
Earthquake recorded at FKSH11 and (b) 2003/9/26 Mw 8.3 Hokkaido Earthquake recorded at
KSRH10. Recording and simulations are plotted together for comparison. NLHH offers the best














































































Figure 3.16: Stress-strain loops by NLMKZ and NLHH at a shallow and a deep layer at FKSH11
and KSRH10. (a)–(c): 2011/3/11 Tohoku Earthquake recorded at FKSH11; (d)–(f): 2003/9/26
Hokkaido Earthquake recorded at KSRH10. (a) and (d) are shallow layers of the two stations,
and (b) and (e) are the horizontally zoomed-in versions of (a) and (d). (c) and (f) are deep
layers of the two stations. At deep layers, stress-strain loops by NLMKZ and NLHH are almost
identical, but at shallow layers, NLMKZ underestimates stress and overestimates strain.
NLMKZ erroneously produces excessively large strain level (over 50% in (a)) and severely
underpredicts stress (nearly no stress in (d)), while NLHH produces stiffer stress-strain loops
with higher peak stress and lower peak strain levels. Thus it is mainly the shallower layers
that contribute to the difference between NLMKZ and NLHH.
3.5 Conclusions
We presented a new stress-strain soil model for 1D total stress site response analysis, which
we coined the Hybrid Hyperbolic (HH) model. The stress-strain curve of HH compared
very well to data from resonance column tests in the small-strain range and direct simple
shear tests in the medium-to-large strain range, indicative of the satisfactory geometric
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flexibility of the functional form of the model. We also showed that with as little input as
the shear wave velocity (VS) profile of a site, HH can capture the shear strength of soils, and
also realistically describe the accumulation of stress as a function of strain (before shear
strength is reached), based on empirical correlations between VS and HH’s parameters.
Subsequently, we presented an extensive validation and comparative study of HH against
a widely employed nonlinear model, MKZ, both as part of equivalent linear and nonlinear
analyses. For this purpose, we used 2,756 downhole array recordings at nine KiK-net strong
motion stations, where we used downhole recordings as input and surface recordings as
benchmark. Across all stations and events, our findings are briefly summarized below:
1. The linear method (LN) overestimated the ground motion amplitude in the time and
frequency domains increasingly with ground motion intensity.
2. The equivalent linear method with the MKZ model (EQMKZ) gave satisfactory pre-
dictions below γthres = 0.04% (or PGAsurface ' 0.05g), while yielding increasingly
underestimated ground motions with ground motion intensity.
3. The equivalent linear method with the HH model (EQHH) performed better than
EQMKZ due to the use of HH model; it underpredicted stronger ground motions
(which induced larger strains) to some degree, and significantly underestimated high
frequencies (above 5 Hz).
4. The nonlinear method with the MKZ model (NLMKZ) had similar performance and
similar trend as EQMKZ, only slightly better for γ > γthres.
5. The nonlinear method with the HH model (NLHH) had the most satisfactory perfor-
mance across all ground motion intensities (PGA up to 0.9g, strain up to 3.67%) and
for both broadband and high frequencies (unlike EQHH); perhaps most importantly,
its goodness-of-fit appeared insensitive to the increase of ground motion intensity.
Through this chapter, we attempt to further advance our understanding of the predictive
capabilities (as well as the limitations) of 1D site-specific response models: a topic that
has become the focus of a series of recently published papers. For example, two recent
studies, Kaklamanos et al. (2015) and Zalachoris and Rathje (2015), employed validation
methodologies similar to this study, although both were based on significantly smaller
datasets of events. Their goodness-of-fit metrics were also different from this chapter: they
calculated the residue of response spectra or amplification function between simulations and
recordings, whereas we included additional intensity measures such as RMS acceleration,
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RMS velocity, Arias Intensity, etc., each correlating with different aspects of the destructive
potential of seismic shaking. Zalachoris and Rathje (2015) concluded that EQ and NL both
underpredicted ground motions for strains larger than 0.4% even when using stress-strain
curves corrected for shear strength, which was not consistent with our results. The source
of such discrepancy could be from (1) their use of the strength-incorporation scheme by
Hashash et al. (2010), which, as pointed out earlier, employed “engineering judgment”
rather than a rigorous calibration process, or from (2) their choice of validation sites:
among the 11 sites used in that study, only four have been shown by Thompson et al.
(2012) to conform to 1D wave propagation conditions. Kaklamanos et al. (2015), on the
other hand, used KiK-net stations that satisfy the 1D wave propagation conditions, and
concluded that the nonlinear method (equivalent to NLMKZ in the present study) offered
a slight improvement over equivalent linear method (equivalent to EQMKZ in the present
study), which is in general consistent with our findings (see Figure 3.14(a)). They did not,
however, use strength-incorporated models in their work.
Comparing the median GoF score of all methods, we determined that 0.04% is the threshold
strain beyond which the performance of all the other four methods deteriorate except NLHH.
This value is lower than that reported in Kaklamanos et al. (2013) (0.1%) and only slightly
lower than in Kaklamanos et al. (2015) (0.05%). The validation results in Section 3.4
suggests that the use of a strength-incorporated stress-strain soil model in a time-domain
nonlinear scheme is not only important for site responses analyses of rare (and extreme)
events, but also for medium-intensity events (with PGA as low as 0.05g).
Notwithstanding the rigor of our analyses, the statistical significance of the dataset that we
used could be challenged by the scarcity of very strong groundmotion recordings. However,
the factors that cause imperfect goodness-of-fit for weaker ground motions, such as errors in
initial velocity and attenuation (or damping) profiles or the angle of wave incidence would
become insignificant for stronger events. Thus we believe that the goodness-of-fit scores
at higher strains—as few as they may be—are still statistically representative. Since global
databases of strong motion downhole array recordings are limited, centrifuge model tests
could complement the available strong motion field recordings with carefully calibrated
nonlinear site response tests to be used as benchmarks for similar studies in the future.
Lastly, we would also like to note that the KiK-net ground motion dataset represents a group
of sites with profiles generally stiffer than the conditions prevailing in highly seismically
active regions in the US such as California and Central/Eastern US. Consequently, the
maximum strain level presented here is most likely a lower bound of the strain that sediments
in the Los Angeles Basin or the Mississippi Embayment would experience for the same
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shaking. And since our analyses showed that the threshold strain beyond which nonlinear
analyses become increasingly important is only 0.04%, we believe that the use of nonlinear
analyses with strength-incorporated models such as HH should be considered instead, or
at least in addition to equivalent linear analyses, even for ground motions that have been
traditionally considered too weak to cause substantial soil yielding.
3.6 Appendix: the HH calibration procedure
This Appendix provides a guideline for empirically constructing modulus reduction and
damping curves using only theVS profile as input. We should remind the reader here that all
rules of thumb for the selection of parameters should be reserved for the cases where there
is no information on the site conditions, and that measured material properties, if available,
are always preferable.
3.6.1 Constructing stress-strain curves
Stress-strain curves can be constructed in the following steps. This is referred to as the HH
calibration (HHC) procedure:




ρ jgh j − u (A1)
where g is gravitational acceleration, ρ j and h j are the mass density and thickness of
each soil layer, respectively. The summation should be carried out from the ground
surface to the layer of interest. And u is the water pressure at that specific depth. If no
information about the water table is available, then the decision lies upon the engineer
or scientist to assume dry or saturated soil conditions. (In the case of the present
study, we assume the soils are dry.) The mass density can be evaluated, following
Mayne et al. (1999), as
ρ = 1 +
1
0.614 + 58.7VS (ln z + 1.095)
(A2)
where ρ is in g/cm3, VS is in m/s, and z is the depth of the soil layer in meters.
2. Evaluation of vertical pre-consolidation stress of soil, p′pre, following Mayne et al.
(1998),
p′pre = 0.106 · V1.47S (A3)
where p′pre is in kPa, and VS is in m/s.
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3. Evaluation of OCR (over-consolidation stress):
OCR = p′pre/p′0 (A4)
4. Construct τMKZ using Equation (3.4), with β = 1, s = 0.9190, and γref evaluated as
follows (recommended by Darendeli, 2001),
γref =
[
φ1 + φ2 (PI) (OCR)φ3
] · (p′m0)φ4 (A5)
where p′m0 is the mean effective confining pressure (unit: atm), to be defined in the
next step; φ1 = 0.0352, φ2 = 0.0010, φ3 = 0.3246, and φ4 = 0.3483 are calibrated by
Darendeli (2001); and PI is the plasticity index. With only VS information available,




10, if VS 6 200 m/s
5, if 200 < VS 6 360 m/s
0, if VS > 360 m/s
(A6)
5. The mean effective confining pressure, p′m0 is the average of three stress components












where K0 is the ratio of horizontal and vertical confining pressure, and is evaluated
as (following Mayne and Kulhawy, 1982)
K0 = (1 − sin φ′) · OCRsin φ′ (A8)
where φ′ is the effective friction angle of soils, and is taken as 30◦ (without better
available information).
6. Evaluation of dynamic shear strength of soil, τf . We choose the formula of undrained
shear strength (su)—following Ladd (1991)—for all soil types with VS 6 760 m/s,
because earthquakes loading is imposed so quickly that “even coarse-grained soils
do not have sufficient time to dissipate excess porewater pressure, and thus undrained
condition applies” (Budhu, 2011, page 267). And for materials with VS > 760 m/s
(rocks or very stiff soils), we use Mohr-Coulomb criterion to determine the shear
strength. And then we will apply the rate-effect correction factor, Z .
τf =

Z · 0.28 (OCR)0.8 p′0, if VS 6 760 m/s
Z · p′n tan φ′, if VS > 760 m/s
(A9)
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where σ′1 and σ
′
3 are the larger and smaller one, respectively, between p
′
0 (vertical
confining stress) and p′h0 (horizontal confining stress), and φ
′ is 30◦ as before. And
Z , the rate-effect correction factor, has the form (following Vardanega and Bolton,
2013),








where Ûγ is the strain rate of the cyclic loading (unit: s−1), and 10−6 s−1 is the strain
rate of the static tests like DSS. A typical earthquake frequency is taken as 1 Hz,
then a simplistic shear strain rate is 10−2 s−1 (Vardanega and Bolton, 2013), yielding
Z = 1.20. We use 1.20 for for all ground motions.
7. Evaluation of Gmax, the initial shear modulus, from wave propagation theory,
Gmax = ρV2S (A12)
where ρ is in kg/m3, and VS is in m/s. Note that this Gmax from Equation (A12) is
the dynamic shear modulus, thus rate-effect correction is not necessary. However,
when a Gmax is calculated as the initial slope of a static stress-strain test, it needs to
be multiplied by Z to be used as a HH model parameter.







Because the original study by Vardanega and Bolton (2011) that provided Equa-
tion (3.10) was for clays and silts, we apply Equation (A13) only to soils with
VS 6 760 m/s. And for rocks or very stiff soils (VS > 760 m/s), we simply use µ = 1
for lack of more information. Inaccurate as this may seem, the shear strain in such
stiff layers seldom reaches γt, thus the FKZ part does not play a role in the simulation
for these layers.
9. Finally, use an optimization algorithm to find d, γt, and a, so that τHH is continuous
and monotonically increasing, and the difference (or the “area”) between τMKZ and
τFKZ is minimized (in order for MKZ and FKZ to correspond to similar soil types at
smaller strains). The search range for d is set to 1.03 ± (3 × 0.12) (using the “3σ
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rule”), where 1.03 and 0.12 are the mean and standard deviation of the curve fitting
in Figure 3.4. And the search range for γt is [0.01%,3%], which is slightly wider
than [0.1%,1%] to ensure MKZ and FKZ can merge. In practice, γt usually takes
the strain where τMKZ = τFKZ, a usually takes 100 (quick transition). Admittedly,
uncertainties would be introduced in this step, but this is unavoidable since we do not
have any actual stress-strain measurements, only a shear wave velocity value.
3.6.2 Constructing damping-strain curves
Damping-strain curves are calculated following Darendeli (2001).
ξ = b (G/Gmax)0.1 · ξMasing + ξmin (Unit: %) (A14)
where G/Gmax = τMKZ/(γ · Gmax), and















γ2/(γ + γref) − 2
 (Unit: %) (A16)
and ξmin (or “Dmin”, in some other literature), is calculated as
ξmin =
[
φ6 + φ7 · PI · (OCR)φ8
] (
p′0
)φ9 · (1 + φ10 ln f ) (A17)
where φ6 = 0.8005, φ7 = 0.0129, φ8 = −0.1069, φ9 = −0.2889, φ10 = 0.2919 are
calibrated by Darendeli, and f is the earthquake frequency, taking a nominal value of 1.0
Hz.
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C h a p t e r 4
Improved site factors for the Western United
States
This chapter presents SAG19, a set of improved site factors1 calculated from1D site response
simulations. Compared to other site factors, SAG19 uses methods that are an improvement
over the state of the art. SAG19 takes VS30, z1, and PGA as input parameters, and has
a reference site condition of 1,046 m/s. SAG19 is the first site factor product to provide
phase-shift factors, which describe the time lag between the output and input motions.
Section 4.2 documents the details of the simulation methods of SAG19. Section 4.1.3
compares the difference between the methodologies used in SAG19 and other site factors,
and Section 4.4 compares the results of SAG19 with others.
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4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Site response in seismic hazard assessments
Characterizing site response on a regional scale (city- to state-wide) is an integral part
to seismic hazard assessments, whose results are usually in the form of the following
products: seismic hazard maps—such as the U.S. Geological Survey National Seismic
Hazard Maps (NSHM) (Frankel et al., 1996, 2002; Petersen et al., 2008, 2014), open-
source seismic hazard software—such as the Global Earthquake Model2, or proprietary
catastrophe models.
These products play an important role in many policy-making processes in both the public
and private sectors. Examples of such processes include the U.S. building code of earth-
quake resistant structural design (Building Seismic Safety Council, 2015), the California
Earthquake Authority Earthquake Insurance Premium Calculator3, disaster management
and mitigation strategies (such as Hazus4), planning and seismic safety applications (such
as the California Seismic Hazards Mapping Acts5), and many site-specific engineering
analyses by industries and governments (such as those applied by the US Department of
Defense and the US Bureau of Reclamation) (Petersen et al., 2014).
The specific strategies, withwhich the above-mentioned seismic hazard assessment products
incorporate site amplification, evolve with time.
For example, earlier versions of the NSHM ground motion models incorporated site effects
through a scaling parameter that was based on site classification (for example, Boore et al.,
1993), or coarser qualitative distinctions such as the binary soil versus rock classification
(Campbell, 2003). Boore et al. (1997) introduced a parameterization that included explicitly
the average shear-wave velocity in the upper 30m, widely known asVS30, whileAbrahamson
and Silva (1997) introduced additional terms to further account for nonlinear site response
in ground motion models.
The latest NSHM revision (i.e., the 2014 version) has incorporated ground motion models
from the following five NGA-West2 GMPEs6: ASK14 (Abrahamson et al., 2014), BSSA14
(Boore et al., 2014), CB14 (Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2014), CY14 (Chiou and Youngs,






6NGA-West2 GMPEs: see Nomenclatures (on page xix) for definition.
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of some NGA-West2 GMPEs, among others, for the Central and Eastern United States
(CEUS). These five GMPEs employ different methodologies in determining the site factors:
• ASK14 partially incorporates the numerical simulations performed by Kamai et al.
(2014) to constrain its site amplification terms.
• CB14 partially incorporates the numerical simulations byWalling et al. (2008), which
used the same simulation scheme as Kamai et al. (2014) but was based on a smaller
soil profile database, to constrain its site amplification terms.
• The site amplification in BSSA14 is constrained using thework by Seyhan and Stewart
(2014), which is a semi-empirical approach combining the simulation of Kamai et al.
(2014) and empirical data analysis.
• CY14 derived their nonlinear site amplification terms purely based on data.
• I14 only includes linear site amplification terms, and is thus applicable only to stiffer
sites (VS30 > 450 m/s).
4.1.2 Site response simulations for generating site factors
Because the amount of recordings of strong ground shaking on soft soils is very scarce,
using numerically simulated site amplification factors to augment the recorded earthquake
data, as performed in Walling et al. (2008) and Kamai et al. (2014) (henceforth referred to
as KAS14), is currently a good approach.
Another recent study by Hashash et al. (2018) (henceforth referred to as HIH18) also
attempted to develop site amplification factors for WUS.
HIH18 and KAS14 share similarities in some of their procedures, while having differences
in others. A comparison between KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19 is summarized in Table 4.1.
And detailed explanations of the differences are presented next, in Section 4.1.3.
4.1.3 Differences in the methods/procedures between KAS14, HIH18,
and SAG19
This subsection summarizes the differences in the methods and procedures used in the three



















based on Toro (1995)*
Uses an improved
randomization scheme
based on Toro (1995)
Small-strain
damping (Dmin)
Unclear Campbell (2009) Archuleta and Liu (2004)





The GQ/H model by
Groholski et al. (2016) to
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linear method* Nonlinear method
Nonlinear method (for
amplitude), equivalent
linear method (for phase)
Form of
amplification factor Response spectra* Fourier spectra
Both Fourier and
response spectra
Phase factor Not provided* Not provided* Provided
Table 4.1: A brief comparison of the methods/procedures of three site factor models for WUS:
KAS14 (Kamai et al., 2014), HIH18 (Hashash et al., 2018), and SAG19 (this chapter). The as-
terisks (*) indicate that the methods/procedures have some disadvantage that could lead to
worse results.
4.1.3.1 Base VS profiles
The base VS profiles are 1D profiles from which randomized profiles (more realistic) are
generated. Three models all use base VS profiles directly or indirectly from measured VS
profiles in WUS, hence are quite similar.
4.1.3.2 Randomized VS profiles
KAS14 uses the randomization scheme proposed by Toro (1995), and HIH18 modifies the
Toro scheme to eliminate velocity reversal. Both KAS14 and HIH18 could lead to the
randomized profiles having very different VS30 and z1 values than the base profiles. (The
VS30 and z1 of the base profiles are the target values.) The randomization scheme in SAG19
addresses this issue (see Section 4.2.2).
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4.1.3.3 Small-strain damping (Dmin)
The small-strain damping (a.k.a., Dmin) used in KAS14 is not documented. HIH18 adopts
the QS-VS relationship proposed by Campbell (2009): QS = 7.17 + 0.0276VS (unit of VS:
m/s). SAG19 adopts the relationship proposed by Archuleta and Liu (2004):
QS =

0.06VS, VS 6 1000 m/s
0.14VS, 1000 < VS < 2000 m/s
0.16VS, VS > 2000 m/s
(4.1)
where VS should use the unit of m/s. Dmin is calculated as Dmin = 1/(2QS). The actual
Dmin values of the two relationships—for typical VS of soils—are both between 0.5% and
6%, and are quite similar.
4.1.3.4 Reference site condition
The reference site condition (or “reference VS30”) of HIH18 is nominally 760 m/s, but
evidence in Section 4.4.2.3 shows that HIH18 uses higher values as its actual reference site
condition for stiffer sites (VS30 > 500 m/s), and the actual values are unclear. This makes it
difficult for the potential users to use the HIH18 site factors for stiffer sites.
On the other hand, the reference site conditions of SAG19 is 1,046 m/s, and SAG19 does
not have the same issue.
4.1.3.5 Stress-strain relations of soils
KAS14 uses the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) (1993) model and the “peninsular
range” model (defined in Walling et al., 2008) as the stress-strain relations, which do not
take into account shear strength of soils. On the other hand, SAG19 uses the HH model
(from Chapter 3) that incorporates shear strength of soils and captures the small- and large-
strain soil shearing behaviors well, and thus offers much better site response predictions
for medium-to-strong motions. HIH18 uses a stress-strain model (named GQ/H, proposed
by Groholski et al., 2016) that can capture soil strength, but contrary to the HH model,
GQ/H has not demonstrated the ability to either fit laboratory test data (for larger strains)
or reconstruct realistic soil behaviors with only VS information.
4.1.3.6 Input ground motions
KAS14 uses simulated response spectra from a point source (generated by the computer
code RASCALS written by Silva and Lee, 1987), rather than earthquake time histories, as
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input groundmotions, which is not very realistic. HIH18 selects 145 recorded time histories
from the NGA-West2 database from sites with VS30 > 760 m/s. This means that not all the
selected motions are recorded strictly on the reference site condition (nominally 760 m/s for
HIH18). On the other hand, SAG19 uses simulated ground motions on sites with reference
VS30 = 1,046 m/s (more in Section 4.2.4), which can mitigate the potential issues in KAS14
and HIH18.
4.1.3.7 Site response simulations
KAS14 uses the random-vibration-theory-based equivalent linear method to simulate site
response. The equivalent linear method (originally proposed by Seed and Idriss, 1970) is
an approximated solution to the nonlinear wave equation. Several recent studies, such as
Kaklamanos et al. (2013, 2015) and Shi and Asimaki (2017) (i.e., Chapter 3), have shown
that the equivalent linear method under-predicts site amplification of stronger input motions
(PGA higher than about 0.05g), especially at higher frequencies (higher than 5 Hz).
4.1.3.8 The form of the amplification factors
KAS14 provide the simulation results in the form of amplification between output and input
response spectra, the disadvantage of which will be shown in Section 4.3.3.1. Both HIH18
and SAG19 provides the amplification factors as Fourier-based ratios.
4.1.3.9 The inclusion of phase factors
Only SAG19 provides phase factors, which reflect the time lag between the output and input
ground motions.
To date, all regional-scale site-factor-based approaches have omitted phase factors. Thismay
be acceptable for single-site analyses where the timing of the ground motion is of secondary
importance. But for spatially distributed infrastructure, such as bridges, railways, and
pipelines, different wave arrival times at different parts of the structure can cause complex
internal seismic responses (such as rocking). Therefore the omission of arrival times could
result in an underestimation of actual structural damages.
4.2 Site response simulations for developing site factors
This section documents the detailed procedures to run site response simulations for devel-
oping the SAG19 site factors.
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4.2.1 One-dimensional base VS profiles
Since VS30 is the only available parameter to represent the stiffness of a soil site, we need to
“reconstruct” realistic 1D soil profiles from a single VS30 value. Here we use the Sediment
Velocity Model (SVM) proposed in Shi and Asimaki (2018) (Chapter 2) for this task. We
pick the following target VS30 values: 175, 200, 250, 300, 350, ..., 900, and 950 m/s.
The only available parameter to represent the basin depth is z1, and we choose the following
target z1 values: 8, 16, 24, 36, 75, 150, 300, 450, 600, and 900 m. Not all combinations
of VS30 and z1 are realistic, so we only pick the combinations shown in Table 4.2, which is
mostly consistent with KAS14.
VS30 [m/s]
z1 [m] 8 16 24 36 75 150 300 450 600 900
175 X X X X X X X X X X
200 X X X X X X X X X X
250 X X X X X X X X X X
300 X X X X X X X X X X
350 X X X X X X X X X X
400 X X X X X X X X X X
450 X X X X X X X X X X
500 X X X X X X X X X
550 X X X X X X X X X
600 X X X X X X X X
650 X X X X X X X
700 X X X X X X
750 X X X X X X
800 X X X X X
850 X X X X
900 X X
950 X X
Table 4.2: Summary of site response cases considered in this project. The table cells with tick
symbols (X) are the VS30-z1 combinations that we pick. There are 128 combinations in total.
We denote the analytical (i.e., smooth) soil profiles generated by the SVM as the “base
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(a) VS,SVM 6 1000 m/s at z1
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(b) VS,SVM > 1000 m/s at z1
Figure 4.1: Two examples showing how the SVM handles different combinations of VS30 and
z1
profile”. If VS,SVM (the VS value of the base profile) is lower than 1,000 m/s at the depth of
z1, the base profile below z1 is truncated and replaced with a homogeneous 1000 m/s “half
space”, thus creating a velocity contrast at z1. If, on the other hand, VS,SVM > 1000 m/s at
z1 (which is possible due to errors in the target z1 value or any potential inaccuracies of the
SVM), our SVM code finds z0.9 (depth where VS,SVM = 900 m/s), and replaces the velocity
values between z0.9 and z1 with a linear interpolation. As a result, all our base VS profiles
terminates at 1,000 m/s and at the depth of z1. Figure 4.1 demonstrates these two cases.
4.2.2 Randomization of VS profiles
The use of VS30 and z1 to represent local site conditions is an inevitable compromise in
situations where very little information is known about a site, and this has been adopted as
the “standard practice” of the seismic hazard analysis field. Therefore, by using only VS30
and z1 information, the base profiles do not reflect the inherent variability of the real-world
soil stratification, which could lead to the undesirable consequence that the simulation
results are overly representative of smooth soil profiles and not so representative of less
smooth ones.
To address this issue, we produce 40 randomized VS profiles per base profile, using the
procedures below.
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4.2.2.1 Soil layer randomization
As indicated in Equations (2.7), (2.8), and Figure 2.12 (on page 28), soil layer thickness
tends to be thicker for deeper soil layers, and so does the uncertainty bound for thickness.
With Equations (2.7) and (2.8), we generate a series of layer thicknesses. Toro (1995)
proposed a thickness-depth relationship that is in general consistent with ours.
4.2.2.2 VS uncertainty bounds
At each soil layer (defined by the randomized layer thicknesses above), we generate ran-
domized VS from a distribution characterized by the base VS and the uncertainty bound.
This process is mostly consistent with the schemes in Toro (1995), with only one change:
the uncertainty bound for VS.
Toro (1995) proposed the following uncertainty bound for VS, denoted as σlnVS :
σlnVS =

0.37, VS30 < 180 m/s
0.31, 180 6 VS30 < 360 m/s
0.27, 360 6 VS30 < 760 m/s
0.36, 760 6 VS30 < 1500 m/s
(4.2)
Note that their proposed relationship is a function of VS30 (not VS), and thus is a constant
for all soil layers of specific soil profile.
Instead of Equation (4.2) above, we use Equation (2.10) (on page 29) to describe the VS














The curve-fitting figure for this equation is shown in Figure 2.13 (on page 29).
The range of σlnVS in Equation (2.10) is consistent with Toro’s empirical values in Equa-
tion (4.2), but Figure 2.13 reveals that σlnVS does not vary monotonically with VS, which is
not reflected in Equation (4.2). Therefore, using Equation (2.10) allows us to better model
the actual variability of VS.
KAS14 uses Equation (4.2) without modifications. On the other hand, HIH18 uses a
constant σlnVS of 0.2 for all the soil layers regardless of theirVS and theirVS30. Furthermore,
HIH18 makes the following modifications based on Toro (1995):
1. HIH18 disables soil layer randomization.
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Figure 4.2: Randomized VS profiles produced using the method in HIH18. Taken from the
HIH18 report (Hashash et al., 2018). Subplot (b) shows the whole profile from 0 m to 1000 m,
and subplot (a) is the zoomed-in version of (b).
2. HIH18 assigns a single random seed value for all the soil layers within a randomized
profile, in order to prevent velocity reversals7.
The randomized VS profiles used in HIH18 are demonstrated in Figure 4.2. We can see that
a randomized profile is either stiffer or softer than the base profile—for all the layers, and
all the randomized profiles are as “smooth” as the base profile. These randomized profiles
are likely not fully representative of the real-world variations, thus introducing biases in the
results.
7Velocity reversal: the phenomenon that the deeper soil layers have lower VS than the shallower layers.
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Figure 4.3: A demonstration of the undesirable situation of the randomized profiles having
very different VS30 and z1 from the “target VS30” (400 m/s) and “target z1” (400 m).
4.2.2.3 Target VS30 and target z1
FromFigure 4.2, we can also observe that the randomizedVS profilesmay have very different
VS30 and z1 values than the base profile, which is an issue that KAS14 also shares.
Figure 4.3 illustrates this point by showing a base profile ofVS30 = 400 m/s and z1 = 400 m,
30 randomized profiles from this base profile, their respective linear amplifications, and the
distribution of their VS30 and z1. From the figure, we see that the randomized VS30 values
range from ∼250 m/s to ∼600 m/s, and there are about 1/3 randomized profiles having
z1 < 200 m.
This indicates that the amplification factors calculated from some of the randomized profiles
may actually correspond to a much softer/stiffer site condition with a much shallower
bedrock depth, and such amplification factorswill be incorrectly attributed toVS30 = 400m/s
and z1 = 400 m. Additionally, the randomizedVS of the last layer is oftentimes much higher
than 1,000 m/s, which no longer corresponds to the target reference VS30 (1,046 m/s).
To address this issue, we apply the following criteria, which a randomized profile needs to
satisfy to be included for simulations:
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Figure 4.4: Demonstration of the diminishing effect of z1 to site amplification. The three sub-
plots shows the linear site amplification from SVM-generated profiles of the same VS30 but
different z1. For the same VS30: when z1 is low, increasing z1 affects linear site amplification a
lot, and as z1 gets higher, its effect diminishes.
1. The absolute difference between the randomized and target VS30 is < 25 m/s
2. The relative difference (between the randomized profile and the base profile) of the
last soil layer’s VS is < 5%
3. The relative difference of the randomized and target z1 is < 20%
The rationale behind choosing these three bounds are as follows:
1. The VS30 spacing for our simulations are 50 m/s, so the randomized VS30 acceptance
range is ±25 m/s
2. The site amplification can be quite sensitive to the impedance contrast between the
last soil layer and the bedrock, so the acceptance range is chosen to be only 5%
3. The effect of z1 on the site amplification diminishes with depth (i.e., more prominent
for lower z1 and less for higher z1), as shown in Figure 4.4, so the acceptance range
is more lenient, at 20%.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates the randomized profiles that satisfy these criteria for the same
example base profile (VS30 = 400 m/s, z1 = 400 m). We can see that the randomized
VS30 and z1 are within a close range from the target values, and the randomized linear
amplifications are closer to the base amplification too.
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Figure 4.5: A demonstration of randomized profiles that satisfy the criteria (i.e., having VS30,
z1, and VS of last soil layer close to the target values).
4.2.3 Stress-strain relations of soils
We use the hybrid hyperbolic (HH) model proposed in Shi and Asimaki (2017) (Chapter 3)
as the stress-strain relation. To generate modulus reduction and damping curves for each
layer of the randomized VS profile, we follow the “HHC procedure” (in Section 3.6) with
the following minor adjustments:
• If τMKZ |γ=γt > 0.85τf (meaning that the MKZ stress curve and the estimated τf are
not quite consistent), or the last step in Section 3.6.1 does not find a satisfactory d
value, relax the lower bound for searching γt, such as to 0.005% or 0.001%.
• If µ is too low (6 0.04), adjust µ according to the uncertainty bound of log10(γM=2):
0.236 (reported in Vardanega and Bolton, 2011) and the “3σ rule”. (Note: µ and
γM=2 are inversely proportional to each other, as seen in Equations 3.10 and 3.11.)
These adjustments are for rare edge cases where some soil layers have large VS and small τf
(shear strength), and they are meant to prevent the stress curves from decreasing with strain.
These edge cases happen most likely due to the uncertainties in empirically estimating τf,
or the uncertainties in Darendeli’s formulas for the MKZ parameters. Among all the soil
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layers of all the randomized VS profiles that we generate for this chapter, only 6% of them
require the adjustments above.
4.2.4 Input ground motions
We need a wide variety of ground motions (either recorded or simulated) as input to run
the site response simulations, and the qualified input ground motions for this project need
to satisfy the following criteria:
1. They need to be in the time domain. Response spectra cannot be used as input.
2. They need to be recorded (or simulated to occur) on rock sites whose VS is very close
to 1,000 m/s.
3. Their PGA need to fall within ±10% of these levels: 0.01g, 0.05g, 0.1g, 0.2g, 0.3g,
0.4g, 0.5g, 0.75g, 1.0g, 1.25g, and 1.5g. (These PGA levels are therefore the input
PGA, or rock-outcrop PGA.)
4. They need to be actual ground motions recorded in WUS, or simulated motions for
WUS.
The NGA-West2 database (Ancheta et al., 2014) has many recorded ground motions from
around the world. However, we find less than 10 recordings that satisfy all four criteria
above. (And it is worth noting that the WUS records in that database are almost exclusively
in California.) Therefore, we need to use simulated ground motions as our input. We
use the Broadband Platform (BBP) software, version 17.3.0, developed by the Southern
California Earthquake Center (Maechling et al., 2014) to generate the motions. The BBP
takes a kinematic earthquake source description (magnitude and rupture surface geometry)
as input, simulates the rupture process, and propagates the rupture through a simplified 1D
crustal velocity model to get the shaking time histories on the ground surface.
The basic parameters that we use in the BBP are summarized below:
• We use a historical event, the 1994 Northridge Earthquake (Mw 6.7), and several
scenario events (strike-slip and reverse, with magnitudes ranging from Mw 5.5 to
Mw 7.2).
• The maximum stress drop for the strongest event (Mw 7.2) is 100 bars (10 MPa).
• The closest site-to-epicentral distance is 0.5 km, and the farthest distance is 160 km.
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• We use the “LA basin” 1D crustal velocity profile in the BBP (the other two velocity
profiles for California are very similar to the LA basin profile, and the BBP does not
have a crustal velocity profile for the Pacific Northwest).
We perform the ground motion simulations with the parameters above, without applying
BBP’s built-in site effects adjustments, and from thousands of output ground motions, we
pick 440 motions that satisfy the third criterion above (the PGA requirements), with each
PGA level having 40 ground motions.
Subsequently, because the crustal velocity profile of the LA basin used in the BBP has
four topmost layers (totaling 20 m thick) with VS below 1,000 m/s, we need to adjust
the simulated motions to remove the site amplification introduced by those four layers,
so that the resultant ground motions are truly motions on rock outcrop. To this end, for
each ground motion, we perform a 1D linear deconvolution, which back-propagates the
time series downwards through those four layers. Essentially, this deconvolution step is
equivalent to running the BBP propagation through an adjusted 1D crustal VS profile whose
topmost layer is 1,000 m/s. Since this adjusted 1D crustalVS profile has aVS30 of 1,046 m/s,
the reference site condition of SAG19 is a VS30 of 1,046 m/s, which is quite close to three
of the NGA-West2 GMPEs: 1,180 m/s of ASK14 (Abrahamson et al., 2014), 1,100 m/s of
CB14 (Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2014), and 1,130 m/s of CY14 (Chiou and Youngs, 2014).
4.2.5 Numerical site response solver
We have 128 base VS profiles corresponding to 128 VS30-z1 combinations (Table 4.2), and
each base profile has 40 randomized profiles, hence 128 × 40 = 5,120 profiles in total. For
each randomized profile, we propagate 440 input ground motions, hence 5,120 × 440 =
2,252,800 simulations in total.
We use two methods for each of the 2,252,800 simulations: the nonlinear method and
the equivalent linear method, which correspond to “NLHH” and “EQHH” in Chapter 3
respectively.
4.3 Simulation results
This section presents the simulation results, and highlights how different aspects of the
simulations affect the results.
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4.3.1 Formulas
Denote the input ground motion in the time domain as ain(t), and the output ground motion
as aout(t).
Take the Fourier transform (FFT) of the motions, and their frequency-wise ratio is the
Fourier spectra ratio, denoted as FSR( f ):
FSR( f ) = FFT (aout(t))
FFT (ain(t)) (4.3)
where “( f )” means that FSR is in the frequency domain. FSR is an array of complex
numbers, and its amplitude and phase are the amplification factor (AF) and the phase factor
(PhF) respectively:
AF( f ) = |FSR( f )| , PhF( f ) = arg (FSR( f )) (4.4)
Amplification factors describe how much each frequency of the ground motion is amplified
by the soil layers, and phase factors describe how much each frequency is delayed by the
soil layers.
Calculate the response spectra (RS) of the input and output motions, using the method
introduced in Section 5.2 of Chopra (2001), and their frequency-wise ratio8 is the response
spectral ratio, denoted as RSR( f ):
RSR( f ) = RS (aout(t))
RS (ain(t)) (4.5)
RSR( f ) is an array of real values, and it describes the amplification of different frequencies,
not the delay.
Section 4.3.3 presents the amplification factor results, and Section 4.3.4 presents the phase
factor results.
4.3.2 Aggregating all the simulation results
We aggregate the 2,252,800 simulation results to calculate the site factors (AF, PhF, and
RSR) for the 1,408 uniqueVS30-z1-PGA combinations9. At eachVS30-z1-PGA combination,
there are 40 × 40 = 1,600 unique output-input ground motion pairs10. Then we calculate
8Response spectra are more often presented as functions of periods (T), not frequencies ( f ). But since
T = 1/ f , we present response spectra as functions of f in this chapter.
9There are 128 uniqueVS30-z1 combinations, each having 11 input PGA levels, hence there are 128×11 =
1,408 total VS30-z1-PGA combinations.
10Because there are 40 randomized VS profiles per unique VS30-z1 combination, and 40 input ground
motions per input PGA level.
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Figure 4.6: A comparison of the response spectral amplification factors and Fourier-based
amplification factors, for both the equivalent linear and nonlinear methods. This example
uses VS30 = 250 m/s, z1 = 75 m/s, and PGA = 0.01g.
the mean and the (unbiased) standard deviation of these 1,600 output-input ratios (i.e., AF,
PhF, and RSR), and denote them as the amplification/phase factors of a certainVS30-z1-PGA
combination.
Note that we performed both NLHH and EQHH simulations, so there are two versions of site
factors for each VS30-z1-PGA combination.
4.3.3 Amplification factors
This subsection discusses how amplification factors are affected by different aspects, such
as the simulation method, VS30, z1, or PGA.
4.3.3.1 Response spectral versus Fourier spectral amplification factors
The NGA GMPEs have presented the site factors as RSR( f ). And when adjusting time-
domain signals to incorporate site effects, seismologists and engineers have often been
directly using RSR in place of FSR, often overlooking the adverse implications of such a
choice.
Figure 4.6 demonstrates the difference between RSR and FSR. We can see the peak amplifi-
cations of RSR are lower than those of FSR, and the overall shape of RSR are more “spread
out” across frequencies. Especially, in higher frequencies (above 10 Hz), RS shows an trend
of increasing with frequency. The example in the figure uses VS30 = 250 m/s, z1 = 75 m/s,
and PGA = 0.01g; similar patterns also occur for other VS30-z1-PGA combinations.
This phenomenon stems from the fact that response spectra only indirectly reflect the
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frequency contents of a ground motion through a series of single-degree-of-freedom os-
cillators, and hence the response spectral value at a specific frequency reflects not only
energies in that frequency, but those in other frequencies. Therefore, using RSR instead
of FSR to adjust time-domain signals can introduce undesirable—and more importantly,
unquantifiable—errors. Moreover, RSR does not have information about the phase delay
of different frequencies, which means that the output and input motions are synchronous.
Bora et al. (2016) focused on this particular issue and have documented the same phe-
nomenon. They also proposed procedures to adjust RSR to FSR, which, alas, required
additional information (such as stress drop) not available for the users of site factors (who
often only know VS30, z1, and PGA).
4.3.3.2 Equivalent linear versus nonlinear amplification factors
The validation study in Section 3.4 (on page 50) points out the disadvantage of the equivalent
linear method for site response analysis: it can “over-damp” the higher frequencies of a
ground motions, sometimes to an extent of complete elimination of high frequencies.
Figure 4.7 (page 86) illustrates this difference by showing an example ofVS30 = 250 m/s and
z1 = 150 m/s (other VS30-z1 combinations also exhibit the same pattern). For |FSR|, EQHH
produces lower amplification than NLHH above around 5 Hz, and almost zero amplification
for stronger input motions. And for RSR, the difference between EQHH and NLHH is quite
small.
This indicates that KAS14’s use of RSR as the amplification factor unintentionally mitigates
the disadvantages of their use of the equivalent linear method. Nevertheless, the unquantifi-
able errors introduced by RSR (see Section 4.3.3.1) prompts us to discourage its use, and
hence to also discourage using the equivalent linear method. Therefore, the recommended
amplification factors of SAG19 are |FSR|, and produced by NLHH.
4.3.3.3 Trend of amplification with respect to input PGA
Figure 4.8 shows the trend of the amplification with respect to input PGA (i.e., PGA on rock
outcrop) for six representative VS30-z1 combinations. There are two major trends associated
with the increase of PGA: (1) the shift in the fundamental frequency and (2) the change in
the overall shape of the amplitude.
The fundamental frequency, f0, is defined as the lowest frequency at which the amplification
peaks. From all subplots, we observe that f0 decreases with increasing PGA. This is because
when PGA increases, the nonlinearity level in the soils increases, effectively making the
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(a) Fourier spectra amplification
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(b) Response spectral amplification
Figure 4.7: A comparison of amplification factors produced by the equivalent linear method
(EQHH) and the nonlinear method (NLHH). This example uses VS30 = 250 m/s, z1 = 150 m/s.
The input PGA (i.e., rock-outcrop PGA) are annotated in each subplot. (a) The Fourier spectra
amplification (i.e., |FSR|); (b) the response spectral amplification (i.e., RSR).
soils softer (i.e., having lower VS), hence exhibiting lower f0. This phenomenon is also
confirmed in seismic records, such as in the work byWu et al. (2009);Wu and Peng (2011).
On the other hand, the change in the overall shape of the amplitude with respect to PGA is
not as monotonic as the change of f0. With increasing PGA, here are the trends:
• For softer sites (e.g., VS30 = 200 m/s in Figure 4.8), the overall shape shifts leftwards
and downwards.
• For medium-stiffness sites (e.g.,VS30 = 500m/s in Figure 4.8), the overall shape shifts
leftwards, with amplitudes unchanged in lower frequencies and slightly decreasing in
higher frequencies.
• For stiff sites (e.g., VS30 = 800 m/s in Figure 4.8), the shape shifts leftwards, with
amplitudes increasing in lower frequencies and slightly decreasing in higher frequen-
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Figure 4.8: The trend of the amplification factors with respect to input PGA, for six represen-
tative VS30-z1 combinations. These factors are Fourier-based, and produced by NLHH.
cies.
4.3.3.4 Trend of amplification with respect to VS30
Figure 4.9 shows the trend of the amplification with respect to VS30, for eight representative
z1-PGA combinations.
The fundamental frequency ( f0) and the whole shape of the amplification shift rightwards
with the increase of VS30. The overall amplification level shifts downwards for all other
z1-PGA combinations except (16 m, 0.75g) and (16 m, 1.5g), which indicates that when soil
nonlinearity increases (i.e., input PGA increases) on shallow sites (low z1), there would be
higher site amplification. This is because even though soil nonlinearity increases damping
(which dampens the motion), it also significantly increases the velocity contrast between
soils and the bedrock, so the overall site amplification still increases. This does not seem to
be the case for deeper sites.
4.3.3.5 Trend of amplification with respect to z1
Figure 4.10 shows the trend of the amplification with respect to z1, for 12 representative
VS30-PGA combinations.
The overall shape of the amplification, as well as f0, shifts to the left as z1 increases from
the 8 m to about 300 m. Beyond 300 m, the amplification becomes more or less unchanged
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Figure 4.9: The trend of the amplification factors with respect to VS30, for eight representative
z1-PGA combinations. These factors are Fourier-based, and produced by NLHH.
for different VS30 and PGA levels. Note that this observation is naturally consistent with
Figure 4.4 (on page 80), which is only the linear case (i.e., small input PGA). This indicates
that basin depth, z1, can only significantly influence site amplification when it is shallower
than around 300 m.
4.3.4 Phase factors
This subsection discusses the characteristics of phase factors, the practicalities of calculating
phase factors, and how phase factors can be affected by aspects such as VS30, z1, and PGA.
4.3.4.1 Unwrapping phase factors
The phase factors, PhF( f ), are always bounded between [−pi, pi], so in order to aggregate
the site response simulations results (by averaging different randomized VS profiles of the
same VS30-z1 combination as well as different input motions of the same PGA), we need to
unwrap the phase angles11.
However, the phase factors calculated from NLHH contain too much noise (due to the lack
of energy at many discrete frequency values) to be correctly unwrapped. This is because the
unwrapping algorithm traverses along a given phase signal, and adjusts the signal by 2pi if
11For example, if we average two unwrapped phase angles: 0.95pi and 1.01pi, we correctly get 0.98pi.
But if these two angles are wrapped, they become 0.95pi and −0.99pi respectively, and their average becomes
−0.02pi, which is incorrect.
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z1 = 8 m
z1 = 16 m
z1 = 24 m
z1 = 36 m
z1 = 75 m
z1 = 150 m
z1 = 300 m
z1 = 450 m
z1 = 600 m
z1 = 900 m
Figure 4.10: The trend of the amplification factors with respect to z1, for 12 representative
VS30-PGA combinations. These factors are Fourier-based, and produced by NLHH.
it detects a “valid jump” (i.e., a discontinuity greater than 2pi) between two adjacent signal
points. Therefore, signals with excessive noises would have their “valid jumps” disguised
behind noise, making the unwrapping algorithm unable to properly unwrap it.
Figure 4.11 (on page 91) shows the comparison between the phase factors calculated from
EQHH and NLHH (for the same VS30, z1, and PGA). We can see that the NLHH results are
often too noisy to be correctly unwrapped12, except for linear site response on stiff and
shallow sites, such as Figure 4.11(a).
Therefore, we choose to adopt the phase factors calculated from EQHH in SAG19. Since the
equivalent linear method can prescribe overly lowVS and overly high damping for the higher
frequencies, we expect to introduce some errors. However, this has become an inevitable
compromise.
12Correctly unwrapped phase factors need to be negative for all frequencies, because the phase values
indicate the phase shifts between the output and the input. Since wave propagation always takes positive
amount of time, the phase shifts are always negative.
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Figure 4.11: A comparison between the phase factors by EQHH and NLHH. The NLHH results
contain too much noises to be correctly unwrapped.
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Figure 4.12: The trend of the phase-shift factors with respect to input PGA, for six represen-
tative VS30-z1 combinations. These factors are Fourier-based, and produced by EQHH.
The amplification factors calculated fromNLHH also contain a lot of noise, but unlike phase,
the amplitude does not need to be unwrapped, therefore much of the noise cancels each
other out in the averaging process, making the NLHH amplification factors smooth enough.
4.3.4.2 Trend of phase with respect to input PGA
Figure 4.12 (on page 92) shows the trend of the phase with respect to input PGA (i.e., PGA
on rock outcrop) for six representative VS30-z1 combinations. We can see that higher PGA
causes higher soil nonlinearity, hence reduced VS, which increases the time lag (steeper
overall slope in the figure).
4.3.4.3 Trend of phase with respect to VS30
Figure 4.13 (on page 92) shows the trend of the phase with respect to VS30, for eight
representative z1-PGA combinations. With the increase of VS30, the overall velocities in the
soils increase, which reduces the time lag.
4.3.4.4 Trend of phase with respect to z1
Figure 4.14 shows the trend of the phase with respect to z1, for 12 representative VS30-PGA
combinations. Increasing z1 leads to increasing travel time, hence more time lag between



























































































Figure 4.13: The trend of the phase-shift factors with respect to VS30, for eight representative

















































































































z1 = 8 m
z1 = 16 m
z1 = 24 m
z1 = 36 m
z1 = 75 m
z1 = 150 m
z1 = 300 m
z1 = 450 m
z1 = 600 m
z1 = 900 m
Figure 4.14: The trend of the phase-shift factors with respect to z1, for 12 representative VS30-
PGA combinations. These factors are Fourier-based, and produced by EQHH.
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4.4 Comparison of amplification factors of KAS14, HIH18,
and SAG19
This section compares the amplification factors of KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19. Phase
factors are not compared because neither KAS14 or HIH18 produces them.
The KAS14 results come from the electronic supplements (Microsoft Excel files) that come
with Kamai et al. (2013), and the HIH18 results come from digitizing the PDF file of
Hashash et al. (2018) using Adobe Acrobat.
4.4.1 Reference site conditions
Reference site conditions are quantified by referenceVS30 (henceforth denoted asVref), which
is the threshold beyond which a certain site factor model (e.g., SAG19 or HIH18) assumes
that there is no site effects. For example, if a site factor model’s Vref is 760 m/s, then for
sites with VS30 > 760 m/s, this site factor model reports all 1’s (i.e., no amplification). This
means that a site factor model whose Vref is on the lower end (such as 760 m/s) has a limited
capability in predicting site amplification—especially nonlinear amplification.
4.4.1.1 Adjusting different reference VS30
TheVref are different between KAS14 (1,180 m/s), HIH18 (nominally, 760 m/s), and SAG19
(1,046 m/s). Different NGA-West2 GMPEs also uses differentVref: ASK14 (which partially
adopts the simulation results of KAS14) uses 1,180 m/s, CB14 uses 1,100 m/s, CY14 uses
1,130 m/s, and BSSA14 uses 760 m/s.
Therefore, to compare different site factor models, we first need to adjust them according to
their respectiveVref. Herewe use a procedure recommended by Professor Adrian Rodriguez-
Marek of Virginia Tech (personal communication, December, 2018) and Professor Jonathan
P. Stewart of UCLA (personal communication, January, 2019).
Suppose we want to adjust site amplification factors produced by a site factor model whose
Vref = Vraw (e.g., 760 m/s) into a target reference VS30 = Vtarget (e.g., 1,046 m/s). The
procedure is as follows:
1. From the four NGA-West2 GMPEsmentioned above, find the one whoseVref is closest
to Vraw, then:
a) Calculate the predicted ground motion (as a function of period or frequency)
using Vraw and a reasonable range of magnitude, epicentral distance, ... Denote
the predicted ground motion as GMraw.
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b) Calculate the predicted ground motion (as a function of period or frequency)
usingVtarget and a reasonable range of magnitude, epicentral distance, ... Denote
the predicted ground motion as GMtarget.
c) Calculate the ratio: R = GMraw/GMtarget. Different magnitudes and epicentral
distances can result in slightly different R, so take the mean value as necessary,
but if both Vraw and Vtarget are large, the variation in R is usually very small.
Note that R is a function of frequency (or period).
2. Using the same GMPE as Step 1,
a) Calculate the predicted PGA using Vraw and a reasonable range of magnitude,
epicentral distance, ... Denote the PGA as PGAraw.
b) Calculate the predicted PGA using Vtarget and a reasonable range of magnitude,
epicentral distance, ... Denote the PGA as PGAtarget.
c) Calculate the ratio: βPGA = PGAtarget/PGAraw. Note that βPGA is a single
number.
3. In the “raw” site factor model (Vref = Vraw), pick a Vtarget-z1-PGA combination, and
calculate the site amplification factor using PGA/βPGA as input PGA. Denote the
resultant site amplification factor as AFraw.
4. R ·AFraw should be comparable with the amplification factor queried from the “target”
site factor model using the Vtarget-z1-PGA combination.
With the procedure above, we adjust the KAS14 and HIH18 amplification factors to be
comparable with the SAG19 amplification factors. We use the VS30-z1 combinations from
in KAS14 that are also within the valid range of HIH18 and SAG19 (i.e., VS30 = 190, 270,
400, 560, 760, 850, and 900 m/s; z1 = 50, 120, 250, 500, 1000, and 2000 ft), and some
representative PGA levels: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, and 1.25g.
4.4.2 Analyses of the differences
Figures 4.15 to 4.24 (pages 98 to 107) show the comparison of amplification factors of
KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19.
This subsection briefly summarizes the differences observed in those figures.
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4.4.2.1 Linear site amplification
We use the subplot with PGA = 0.01g to compare the linear site amplification fromKAS14,
HIH18, and SAG19.
For softer sites (VS30 6 400 m/s), when z1 > 120 ft, the HIH18 and SAG19 linear results
are quite similar. But when z1 = 50 ft, the HIH18 linear amplifications appear to have a
lower f0 and higher amplification than SAG19. This indicates that site amplifications are
rather sensitive to z1 when z1 is small. It is worth noting that at these shallow sites, the f0
of linear amplifications by KAS14 are very similar to SAG19.
Overall, the linear site amplifications by KAS14 are higher than those by HIH18 and SAG19
by a non-negligible amount—forVS30 6 560m/s and all z1. Especially in some cases—such
as (VS30, z1) =(190 m/s, 500 ft), (190 m/s, 1000 ft), (190 m/s, 2000 ft), (270 m/s, 500 ft),
(270 m/s, 1000 ft), and (270 m/s, 2000 ft)—the linear amplification of KAS14 is almost
2.0 at f = 0.1 Hz, which clearly is beyond the threshold of random error13. Therefore, we
believe that the KAS14 linear site factors should be used with caution.
Since linear site amplification in theory depends only on the site condition (VS and small-
strain damping profiles), and the base VS profiles used in KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19 are
quite similar, we narrow down the causes for KAS14’s different results to the following
three possibilities:
1. The small-strain damping (Dmin) used in KAS14 is too small. As mentioned in
Section 4.1.3.3, KAS14 did not document how they picked Dmin. (The Dmin values
used in HIH18 and SAG19 both come from literature and are similar.)
2. The VS profile randomization scheme by Toro (1995) used in KAS14. However,
Figure 4.3 (on page 79) shows that even with Toro’s original randomization scheme,
the average linear amplification is still not as high as in KAS14. So this possibility
can be eliminated.
3. The random-vibration-theory (RVT) equivalent linear method used in KAS14. RVT
differs from the classical equivalent linear method (i.e., the EQHH method used in
SAG19) in that RVTmodifies response spectra, rather than time-domain signals. And
we think this is the most likely cause.
13One-dimensional wave propagation theories indicate that the amplification should be 1.0 for very low
frequencies, regardless of small-strain damping level.
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4.4.2.2 Nonlinear site effects
Nonlinear site effects manifest when the input ground motion increases. So in Figures 4.15
to 4.24, the differences between the subplots with PGA > 0.01g and the subplot with
PGA = 0.01g are the nonlinear site effects.
From the figures, we observe different levels of f0 reduction among KAS14, HIH18, and
SAG19, for the same amount of PGA increase ( f0 reduction associated with soil nonlinearity
is discussed earlier in Section 4.3.3.3). The f0 reduction in SAG19 the largest, followed
by KAS14. But in HIH18, we see almost no f0 reduction—compared to the linear case
(PGA = 0.01g)—even when PGA is as high as 1.25g.
We attribute this observation in HIH18’s results to the fact that HIH18 uses the GQ/H
model (Groholski et al., 2016) as the nonlinear stress-strain model. The GQ/H model has
not demonstrated the ability to fit its parameters to laboratory data well or to reconstruct
realistic soil behaviors from VS alone. On the other hand, the HH model used in SAG19 has
demonstrated the ability to fit its parameters satisfactorily to laboratory data (Figure 3.4 on
page 41), as well as reconstruct realistic stress-strain curves fromVS (Figure 3.5 on page 42).
And as a result, the site response analyses based on the HH model obtained satisfactory
prediction performance, even for some extremely strong ground motions (see Figure 3.15
on page 67).
4.4.2.3 Site amplification for stiffer sites (with larger VS30)
A closer look at the stiffer sites (VS30 > 760 m/s, Figures 4.23 and 4.24) reveals that the
HIH18 site amplifications are still larger than 1.0 (before Vref adjustments). By definition,
there should not be any amplification on sites with VS30 > Vref, because the nominal Vref
reported in HIH18 is 760 m/s.
This is most likely due to the fact that HIH18 did not truncate its VS profiles at 760 m/s.
The VS profiles used in the simulation should end at a depth of z1 and with an ending
VS of 760 m/s. If this is not the case, then the actual Vref is the actual ending VS of the
profile. Therefore, HIH18’s actual Vref is no longer the nominal value (760 m/s), and it is
even possible that HIH18 has different actual Vref for different input VS30. Therefore, for
applications where the Vref of a site factor model needs to be known exactly, we recommend
using SAG19.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of site amplification factors between KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19, for
threeVS30-z1 combination: (190 m/s, 50 ft), (190 m/s, 120 ft), and (190m/s, 250 ft). Each subplot
corresponds to a PGA level.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of site amplification factors between KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19, for
three VS30-z1 combination: (190 m/s, 500 ft), (190 m/s, 1000 ft), and (190 m/s, 2000 ft). Each
subplot corresponds to a PGA level.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of site amplification factors between KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19, for
threeVS30-z1 combination: (270 m/s, 50 ft), (270 m/s, 120 ft), and (270m/s, 250 ft). Each subplot
corresponds to a PGA level.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of site amplification factors between KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19, for
three VS30-z1 combination: (270 m/s, 500 ft), (270 m/s, 1000 ft), and (270 m/s, 2000 ft). Each
subplot corresponds to a PGA level.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of site amplification factors between KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19, for
threeVS30-z1 combination: (400 m/s, 50 ft), (400 m/s, 120 ft), and (400m/s, 250 ft). Each subplot
corresponds to a PGA level.
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VS30 = 400 m/s, z1 = 2000 ft (609.6 m)
Figure 4.20: Comparison of site amplification factors between KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19, for
three VS30-z1 combination: (400 m/s, 500 ft), (400 m/s, 1000 ft), and (400 m/s, 2000 ft). Each
subplot corresponds to a PGA level.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of site amplification factors between KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19, for
threeVS30-z1 combination: (560 m/s, 50 ft), (560 m/s, 120 ft), and (560m/s, 250 ft). Each subplot
corresponds to a PGA level.
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VS30 = 560 m/s, z1 = 2000 ft (609.6 m)
Figure 4.22: Comparison of site amplification factors between KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19, for
three VS30-z1 combination: (560 m/s, 500 ft), (560 m/s, 1000 ft), and (560 m/s, 2000 ft). Each
subplot corresponds to a PGA level.
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VS30 = 760 m/s, z1 = 250 ft (76.2 m)
Figure 4.23: Comparison of site amplification factors between KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19, for
threeVS30-z1 combination: (760 m/s, 50 ft), (760 m/s, 120 ft), and (760m/s, 250 ft). Each subplot
corresponds to a PGA level.
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of site amplification factors between KAS14, HIH18, and SAG19, for
two VS30-z1 combination: (850 m/s, 50 ft), (950 m/s, 50 ft). Each subplot corresponds to a PGA
level.
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4.5 Using SAG19 factors in ground motion simulations
This section presents a demonstration of using the SAG19 site factors to adjust simulated
ground motions on rock outcrop. We run the Broadband Platform (BBP), version 17.3.0,
developed by the Southern California Earthquake Center to simulate the 1994 Mw 6.73
Northridge earthquake. The BBP takes kinematic earthquake source parameters, and we
use the following parameters for the Northridge event, which are the suggested values in the
BBP and slightly different from what was used in Graves and Pitarka (2010):
• Moment magnitude (Mw): 6.73
• Fault length: 20 km; down-dip width: 24.9 km
• Strike: 122◦; dip: 40◦; rake: 105◦
• Depth (from the ground surface to the top of the fault plane): 5.0 km
• Coordinates of the top-center point of the fault plane: 34.344◦N, 118.515◦W
• Hypocenter location: 6.0 km (along strike direction from the top-center point) and
19.4 km (along dip direction from the top-center point)
The BBP uses a hybrid approach to simulate ground motions: below 1 Hz, it uses a
deterministic 3D wave-propagation approach, assuming that the crustal velocity structure
is purely 1D (layered media), and above 1 Hz, it uses a semi-stochastic approach (explained
in Graves and Pitarka, 2010). The sites for which we simulate the motions are the same as
those in Graves and Pitarka (2010).
We use the VS30 value (from the NGA-West2 database) and z1 value (queried from CVM-
S4.26.M01) of each site to generate SVM profiles14, and use the same procedure in Sec-
tion 4.2.3 (on page 80) to generate stress-strain curves and damping curves for soils.
The current version of the BBP (17.3.0) has an option to turn on/off the site effect adjust-
ments. If the users turn on the adjustments, it uses a combination of BSSA14 (Boore et al.,
2014) and CB14 (Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2014) site amplification factors (no phase) to
add site response to the simulated rock motions. We run the BBP simulation for the same
sites twice: the first time with BBP’s site effect adjustments turned on15, and the second
time with its site effect adjustments turned off. We then de-convolve the output motions
14For this demonstration study, we use the base profile only. No randomization.
15We provide the same VS30 for each site (i.e., from the NGA-West2 database) to the BBP
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Figure 4.25: Demonstration of SAG19 adjustment to the rock-outcrop motion simulated by the
BBP on site “comp” (in East Compton, CA). This is a deep site (z1 = 840 m), so the time lag
introduced by the phase factor is about 2 seconds.
from the second time, following the identical deconvolution procedure in Section 4.2.4 (on
page 81), to obtain the true rock-outcrop motions.
We then adjust these BBP-generated rock-outcrop motions using these three methods:
1. The linear 1D wave-propagation method, using the base SVM profiles
2. The nonlinear 1Dwave-propagation method (i.e., NLHH) using the base SVM profiles
and the stress-strain and damping curves mentioned above
3. Using SAG19 site factors (both amplitude and phase): VS30 and z1 for each site are
available (described above), and input PGAs are calculated from the rock-outcrop mo-
tions. Examples of two of the sites are shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26 to demonstrate
how amplification and phase affect the input motions.
After excluding a few rock sites (VS30 > 1000 m/s), we have 116 soil sites left.
We compare the adjusted groundmotionswith actual recordings, and calculate the goodness-
of-fit scores (as defined in Section 3.3.3 on page 48). We show the overall goodness-of-fit
for different frequency bands in Figure 4.27. Note that a positive goodness-of-fit means
over-prediction, and a negative goodness-of-fit means under-prediction.
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Figure 4.26: Demonstration of SAG19 adjustment to the rock-outcrop motion simulated by
the BBP on site “btuj” (in Tujunga, CA). This is a shallow site (z1 = 40 m), so the time lag
introduced by the phase factor is very small.
From Figure 4.27, as expected, we see that the input motions always have the lowest overall
intensity (compared to the recordings). Also, the NLHH and SAG19 scores are always lower
or on the same level as the linear scores. This is to be expected.
An unexpected observation is that for [0.2, 1] Hz, [1, 5] Hz, and [0.2, 20] Hz, the “BBP
17.3.0” scores are even higher than the linear scores. (The linear site response is almost
always an overestimation of the true nonlinear site response, as shown in Figures 3.14 on
page 66). Since the SVM model have been demonstrated to offer credible predictions (in
Section 2.3 on page 20), the linear site response in this section are credibly represented.
Therefore, we conclude that the BSSA14 and/or CB14 site factors are likely and overes-
timation. Unlike the validation study in Section 3.3, where the input ground motions are
accurate (because they are recordings), the input motions in this validation exercise may
be inaccurate. Therefore, even though the “BBP 17.3.0” scores are usually the closest to
0, it does not mean that the BSSA14 and/or CB14 site factors can correctly capture site
response.
4.6 Conclusions
This chapter presents the SAG19 site factor model, which has both amplification and phase





































































































10 0.2 - 20 Hz
Figure 4.27: The overall goodness-of-fit scores for the Northridge event simulations, com-
pared against actual recordings. The shapes of the shaded areas represent the distributions:
the wider (horizontally) the shade at a certain goodness-of-fit level, the more sites with that
goodness-of-fit score. And the horizontal bars represent the mean goodness-of-fit scores.
“LN sim.”: linear simulations. “NL sim.”: nonlinear simulations (i.e., NLHH). “SAG19”: ad-
justed using SAG19 site factors. “Input”: simulated rock-outcropmotions from the BBP. “BBP
17.3.0”: simulated rock-outcrop motions from the BBP (with site effect adjustments turned
on).
HIH18 by Hashash et al., 2018), SAG19 as the following main advantages:
• It uses an improved VS profile randomization scheme that captures natural variability
of soil profiles well.
• It uses a nonlinear stress-strain model that has been validated to perform very well
for predicting ground motions from weak to extremely strong.
• Its reference site condition is 1,046 m/s, enabling nonlinear site effects for stiffer soil
sites (VS30 between 760 m/s and 1,046 m/s) to be modeled.
• It uses the time-domain nonlinearmethod to simulate groundmotions, which provides
better site effects prediction quality over the prevalent equivalent linear method.
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• It provides both amplification factors and phase factors, the latter of which allows
the timing of wave arrivals to be adequately modeled, hence can improve the seismic
hazard analyses of spatially distributed infrastructure (bridges, pipelines, etc.).
The SAG19 site factors have the following potential uses:
• For improving the traditional ground motion prediction equations, and by extension,
the seismic hazard models for California and the rest of WUS.
• For physics-based newer-generation seismic hazard models, such as CyberShake
(Graves et al., 2011), enabling the inclusion of nonlinear site effects.
• For deterministic 2D or 3D earthquake simulations, when the crustal material model
used in the simulations lacks spatial resolution in shallow depths (a few hundred
meters).
• For adding site response into hybrid (deterministic and stochastic) earthquake sim-
ulations, such as the Broadband Platform of the Southern California Earthquake
Center
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C h a p t e r 5
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5.1 Summary of previous chapters
This thesis presents the author’s research in the improvement of earthquake site response
analysis. Improving site response analysis helps advance the state of the art in modeling
earthquake ground motions, which can contribute to both civil engineering design and
seismic hazard quantification.
Chapter 2 presents a model called the sediment velocity model (SVM). This model is
calibrated with measured data, and is capable of estimating 1D shear-wave velocity (VS)
profiles of a location in California given only the VS30 information. This model bridges
the gap between the need for detailed descriptions of near-surface linear properties of
soils (i.e., VS profiles) and the fact that VS30 is the only accessible information for the
majority of California. We show that the predictive capability of the SVM is better than
the “Geotechnical Layer model” by Ely et al. (2010), and also better than CVM-H and
CVM-S (two 3D velocity models in the Community Velocity Models of the Southern
California Earthquake Center). Apart from the model itself, we also present some empirical
correlations that characterizes the stochastic nature in the data, which can be used in
generating randomized 1D VS profiles. The SVM has two limitations due to the limited
coverage of available data: (1) the SVM can only estimate VS profiles in California or
regions with similar geological formation to California, but the methodology presented
in the chapter is transferable to other regions; (2) estimating VS values up to 1,000 m/s
requires some extrapolation for softer sites (shown in Figure 2.4), but this can be improved
by including deeper VS measurements in the future.
Chapter 3 presents a model called the hybrid hyperbolic (HH) model. It is capable of
incorporating shear strengths of soils, a feature lacking in the currently popular Modified
Kondner-Zelasko (MKZ) model. Incorporating shear strengths enables us to better model
nonlinear behaviors of soils during cyclic loading, thus improving the predictive capability
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of nonlinear site response simulations. The HH model can also “construct” nonlinear
stress-strain curves from only VS information, making it a practical tool for regional-scale
site response analysis. Compared with other similar strength-incorporated models to date,
the HHmodel is the only one that has demonstrated the ability to satisfactorily fit or predict:
(1) larger-strain (> 1%) laboratory shearing test data, and (2) nonlinear site response of
extreme ground motions. The HH model is only applicable to 1D soil shearing behavior,
so it does not capture 2D/3D effects such as heterogeneity and dilatancy.
Chapter 4 presents a project that exemplifies the potentials of the models in Chapters 2 and
3: the development of nonlinear site factors for the Western United States. Site factors are
a useful product in civil engineering design, in the development of regional seismic hazard
maps, and in regional-scale ground motion simulations. With the improvements brought
by the SVM and the HH model, the site factors developed in this chapter have the potential
to better reflect the actual nonlinear site response. Additionally, the site factors presented
here is the first product that provides phase shift, which enables the adjustment of wave
arrival time, and can improve the hazard estimation for spatially distributed systems such
as bridges and pipelines.
5.2 Future work
The models and results presented in this thesis open up some new avenues of related
research.
For example, the difference in the predictive performance of the SVM and CVM-S4.26.M01
(in Chapter 2) prompts us to reexamine the way CVM-S currently integrates near-surfaceVS
measurements. Ideally, CVM-S (or other 3Dcrustal velocitymodels) can combinemeasured
VS profiles and the “background profiles” (predicted by the SVM) in a “natural” way, in
which locations closer to the measurements reflect more “influences” of the measurements,
and locations far away from any measurements can “fall back” to the SVM-generated
profiles. Doing so in a “non ad hoc” manner requires additional data for calibration, such
as obtaining VS profiles densely (every few hundred meters) for a whole city.
Another example is the extension of the HH model to 2D and 3D. The so-called “one-
dimensional-two-component” or “one-dimensional-three-component” simulations directly
use 1D stress-strain models and extend them into 2D and 3D. The effects of omitting
2D/3D soil behaviors (such as dilatancy) on ground motion modeling accuracy need to be
quantitatively studied.
The third potential avenue is using the nonlinear site factors to improve physics-based seis-
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mic hazard products such as CyberShake (developed by Graves et al., 2011). CyberShake
cannot model nonlinear site response directly, because it is based on the principle of reci-
procity that inherently assumes linear ground responses. Therefore, the site factors can
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